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OOIIIIDM'I‘IAL

1, May 191+}

2? August 1918

lawnmower 13.3.5. mam (cm-57)“,

CORAL SEA launched, Vancouver, Washington. (On 10 Oct. 191m

named changed to 11.5.5. ANZIO.)

U.S.S. com 5m (cm-57) commissioned by Captain James D.

BARKER, USE, Commanding Officer, pro—commissioning detail,
Commanding Officer of CORAL SM: CaptainAstoria, Oregon.

Herbert Watson Taylor, USN, of Pensacola, Florida.
24 September 1943 Departed Astoria, Oregon.
25 September 191;} Arrived Sinclair Inlet, Washington, off Bremerton Navy Yard.

.25 September 194} Departed Sinclair Inlet. Arrived Illahee, Washington. Depermed.

27 September 191+} Departed Illahee, ran Puget Sound degauasing range enroute.

Arrived Port Townsend, Washington.

25 September 191+} Departed Port Townsend, conducted gunnery exercises, calibration

of R.D.I'. and radar. Arrived. Port Il'owneend.

29 September 191+} Departed Port 'i’owneend, conducted gunnery exercises, calibration

30 September 191;}

1 October 191+}

2 October 1914}

2 October 19%}

1+ October 191;}

5 October 19M}

6 October 19M}

3 October 19h}

of HALF. and mm. Arrived Port Townsend.

Departed Port Townsend. Arrived Seattle, Weanington.

Departed Seattle. Swng ship for compass adjustment and.

calibration off Seattle. Arrived Seattle.
Departed Seattle, Washington as Task Unit 51}.5.)+.

Arrived Blake Island, Washington. Received ammunition. Departed

Blake Island.
Arrived San Francisco, California.
Shifted Berth to Oakland, California. Received aviation spares.

Departed Oakland, California as Task Unit 51+.5.1+.

Arrived North Island, San Diego, California. Squadron (VG-33)

came aboard. Took aboard 1h rials and I'M-1, and 12 TEE-1c.

Departed. North Island for initial. flight operations.
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6013mm
8~12 October 19143

12 October 191+}

13 October 1934}

13—15 October 19143

15 October 191;}

an October 191+}

25 October 191+}

31 October 191+}

1 November 19b}

14- November 191%}

10 November 1911.3

11+ November 1933

15 November 1911-3

18 llovem‘ber 19‘43

20 :fovom‘oer 191$}

2n :ovomber 19h}

Cruieed in loner-sting areas off San Diego conducting flight
flight oyerationa.
Returned North Island, California.

Departed North Island, California.
Omiaod in operating areas, conducting flight operations.
Arrived Destroyer Base, San Diego for minor alterations.
Shifted berth to North Island.

Departed North Island enroute Pearl Harbor.

Arrived Pearl Harbor.
Departed rearl Harbor assigned to Task Group 52.}. ON in

Liseoxne Bey. Rohearaed forthcoming operations.
Returned Pearl Enrbor for supplies, provisions and replacement

planes.
Departed Pearl Earbor for Gilbert Islands operation. Steamed

in oonpmy with Task Force 5’4» and-cermv 27 less MANILA Bu,

carriers operatiné independently during daylight, maintaining
ASP and GAP.

'

Joined Task-Force 52, OTC in PMSYLMNIA.

Greased equator with appropriate ceremonies.

Crossed 180th meridian.

Arrived vicinity of Gilbert Islands; cruisod'in company with

Task group 52.1}, ON in NEW MEXICO. Furnished air support

for amphibious operations, capture and occupation of Hakim.

Island. First 'oom‘bat loss: 1 W, with pilot and 2 crewman.

Steaming with Task Force 52, OTC in PMISYLVAITIA, came within

sight of Makin Inland. At 0510 LISGOME BAY of Carrier Divi—

sion 27 was hit by submarine torpedo and Bank at 0532. De-

parted Gilbert Island: area.
:— 2.- ‘
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GOMIDH‘TTIAL

5 December 19143

8 December 1914-}

11-! December 191+}

22 December 19M}

28 December 19%}

3 January 19‘“

3-5 January 19%

5 January 191%

9 January 19%

10 Janaury 191$

13 January 191%!-

18 January 1919+

22 January 19M!-

31 January 19%

‘4 February 19341-1-

r___. i.

Arrived Pearl Harbor. \

Departed Pearl Harbor in oompany with 19000ka cnrouts San

Irancisoo as mask Unit 19.9.5.

Arrived San Francisco. Loaded aircraft for transport.
Departed San Francisco.

Arrived Pearl Harbor 1'. H. 'O‘nllsded planes for transport.

Departed Pearl Harbor.

Operated with CORREIGDOB and escort as Task Group 19.},

conducting exercises in Hawaiianmperating areas for forth.-

coming oporations.

Arrived Pearl Harbor.

Departed Pearl Harbor. Resumed exercises with CORREIGDOR as

Task Group 19.}.

Arrived Pearl Harbor.
Donor-ted Pearl Harbor. Joined with i"‘TIIA EBAY, GORREIGDOR

and escort as Task GrouIJ 52.9. CTG 52.9 Rear Admiral DAVISON

in MAlZILA BAY. Commenced training and rehearsals in Hawaiian

operating areas.

Arrived Pearl Harbor.

Departed Pearl Harbor enroute Marshall Islands, in company

with MANILA BAY (Flag), CORREIGmB and escorts as Task Grouy

52.9. Steamed toward objective with Task Force ‘52.

Arrived vicinity Kwajalein.

operations there.

commenced support of amphibious

Tested flame dampers for first time.

-3-



CONFIDENTIAL

5 February 19%L Entered Kwajaloin lagoon and anchored (first U. 8. carrier to

anchor there).
'

6 February 191W hailed from GAZELLB under adverse condtiono.

7 Fobmry 19D)! Departed Kwajaloin anchorage. Rosumed support of amphibious

oporstions, cruising of! Kwajslein.‘
11 February 191m Car-Div an assigned to Task Group 51.6. CTG 51.5 in MANILA BAY.

12 February 191% Observed J’ap bombing of Roi Island.
20 February 19M- Arrivod KwaJaloin anchorage.

21+ Tobi-nary 19W Deyarted Kwadaloin anchorage. Set course for miwetok.

25 February 19% Set course to return to Pearl Harbor. Joined with

CORREIGDOR and escorts 5.5 Task Unit 55.1.2, OTC in GOMIGDOR.

3 March 191:1} Arrived Pearl Harbor. Exchanged type planes, took aboard 16

I‘M-2, 12 I'm-1c and. “IBM-lo.
'

11 March 19.1w. Departed Pearl Harbor for Espiritu Santa with common and.

escorts as Task Group 12.14. Orders changed onrouto to Tulagi.

15 March 191m Crossed equator.
21 March 19m Arrived Tulagi.

30 March 191M Departed Tulagi. Underway for Enirau operation with CORRMIDOR‘

(0T6) and escorts as Task Unit 35.3.1.

2 April 1919+ Arrived vicinity Emirau, BismarckArchipelago. Provided

ASP and GAP for U. S. forces capturing and occupying that

island.
6 April 1941+ First enemy plans credited to ship or squadron. ANZIO fighter

plane knocked down Jap Betty.

10 April 19141} Enemy planes sighted and fired upon by formation.



'gomggmgg.
ll April l941; Departed Bismarch .fi’chipelago area.
14 April 194-1. Arrived Tuiag'o.

16 April 191.4 Departed Tulagi in Task For 78 for Hollandia - .‘Eitape operation.

_._.--7u-

J

19 April 191,4 Commenced operating with CORREGIDOR, LIAHIIA ELY, NATOIL'; BAY and

escorts as Task Group 78.2
22 'pril 1944 Dog Day - Commenced cfuising off norther coast New Guinea dur-

ing bombardment of Aitape and landing operations, providing
air support.

.
‘

23 "pril 1944 Joined by the Lustralian cruisers AUSTBJLIA and SHROPSHEE and

escorts .
25 April 1944 Commenced providing air support for amphibious operations in

vicinity of Hollsndie, cruising off Hollandie.
26 April 191.1. Departed vicinity Hollondia. Set course for Seeadler Harbor.
28 'pril 191.4 Arrived Seeac‘aler Harbor, Menus Island.
29 lpril 1944 Departed Sceadlsr Harbor.

30 April 1941, Arrived vicinity Hollandia. Reswned air suppori of amphibious

2 may 1941...

4 May 1941.

7 May 1941;

1/. Ma? 1944

21 Hay 1944

forces.
Departed vicinity Hollandia.

Arrived Secadler Harbor.

Departed Seeadler Harbor enroute to Espiritu Santos. Formed Tosk

Group 78.4,: CarDiv 22 plus COI’flEflIEOR, CORAL SP”. and escorts.
CORREGIDOR, COIL-’1. SE". and escorts parted company from CarDiv 22

and as Task Unit 78.4.3 proceeded to Espiritu Santos. ,‘rrived

Espiritu Santos. '

Captain E. Y]. TAYLOR, USN relieved as Commanding Officer by Com-

mander Paul Wesley VILTSOE, USN, of Baltimore, Maryland. Com-

mander "'atson had beep Executive Officer since commissioning.
Commander P. W. Watson, USN, Commanding Officer, promoted in ‘

rank of Captain, USN.
‘- ‘5 ,-t



coQOTIAL
2 Juno 1941+ Completed engine repairs(rep1acement of several pistons and

1-, June

8 The

10 Jvnc

14 Julie

15 June

16 June

17 Jun/a

19 June

1941.

1941.

1941'.

1944

1944-

numerous pistori rings), departed Espiritu Santos with CWWIDOR

and escorts as Task Unit 53.7.2, UFO in CORREGIDOR.

Taak Unit 53.7.2 joined HONOLULU, ST. LOUIS and escorts as Task

Group 53.15.
Arrived Roi anchorage, Marshall Islands, staging for Marianas

operation.

Departed Roi anclzcrage in Task Group 53.15 with a. division of BB's,
two divisions of misers, GerDiv 24 (less tumult BAY and NATOLZA

BAY) and escorts.
Arrived off Sajplm and commenced air support of amphibious opera-

tions; capture :nc‘. occupation 3f Saipan. CarDiV 24 (less MANILA

B151 and EELTOZL'. Fill) with escort-l formed Task Unit 52.112 and

joined Task Um.t 52.3.1.1 forming? Task Group 52.11.

First landings of US. troops on Saipen. CORAL SEA sighted 2 Jsp
planes, and numerous bogies new.) reported, but disposition was not;
attacked.
Task Unit 52.11.2 dosimeted Task Unit 53.15.!” Enemy planes
sighted, no att xck on unit.

.

Task Unit 53.1.5.1. designated T;.sk Unit 52.11.2fijeined Task Unit

52.11.1 forming I‘rsk Group 52.11. Task Group 52.11 under enemy

air attack viciniiw Ssipan. CORAL SEA attacked by three separate
Jsp planes, destroyed. those three and. one other.
Task Group 52.11 2min attackoc" by Jap planes. Two near misses

of CORAL SEI. by bombs. COIL]. 5’31. destroyed I. Jap planes, the
attached squadron had 10 sure kills, plus 8 ‘probables.

Tpsk Group 52.11 attacked by Jap bombers. Near miss of 0011.11. SE2"

-6.-



(:01me
20' June 19%

21 June 191.1;

21—25 June 191m

25 June 19m

28 June 191m

1 July 191m

1+ July 191m

8 July 1943

12 July 19m

15 July 191634

17 July 191414

at» July 19m;

25 July 191m

26 July 19141;

2 August 191m

9 August 191m

10 August 191m

31 August 191m

11 September 191414

12 September 19144.L

2—13 September 19m:

m 52.11.2 Joined mo 52.11».

TU 52.11.2 designated TU 53.7.1, joined TG 53.1.

Provided air support for T6 53.1 and TG 53.2 off Saipan.

Departed vicinity Saipan, escorting attck group (Task Group

53.1) to hiwetok. v

Arrived Dniwetok.

Departed Eniwetok, attached to Teak Unit 53.7.1.

Arrived vicinity Sniper; unit received. new designation Task

Unit 52.1%} and commenced providing air cover for fueling

group, Task Group 50.17..

Disposition of Task Unit 52.1%} changed to Task Unit 53.183,

which cruised south of Guam participating in bombardment
;

of Guam;

Departed vicirxity of Guam.

Arrived. hiwetok.

Departed Eniwetok enroute Marianas ”but returned Eniwetok

same day due to engine casualty.

Departed Dniwetok escorted by PG-ll39.

Travereed Roi-Kwajalein Highway. Arrived Kwajalein anchorage.

Departed Kwajalein escorted by Compel (AM 1.62).

Arrived Pearl Harbor. Departed Pearl Harbor as Task Unit

19.9.2.

Arrived San Diego. TIC-33 detached.

Shifted Berth to U.S.N. Repair Base for yard availability.

Ship entered Dry Dock No. l, Naval Repair Base, San Diego.

Departed Repair Ease. Arrived North Island. San Diego.

Departed North Island.

Trials and exercises in operating area: off San Diego.

A. —~-7...



commrrm
13 September 1914M

15 Spetem‘ber 191414

22 September 1911:“-

23 September 191434

to
7 October 19th

8 October 19%

8—12 October 19th

10 October 191m

12 October 1941}

16 October 19th

an October 19kt

as October 19th

Arrived. North Island, San Diego.

Departed North Island.
Arrived Pearl; Harbor.

Landing lights installed, Navy Yard. Commenced training of

officers and men for forthcoming ASH duty. Squadron VG-SZ

received aboard.

Hunter—Killer group (TO 19.1: CORAL SM plus GortDiv 72 less

LEA? WILSOH, OTG 19.1 the 00 0F CORAL SM) departed Pearl

Harbor.

Engaged in exercise: off Oahu with tame sub in preparation for

new ASW assignment.

Name of CORAL SM changed to mimic.

Arrived Pearl Harbor.

Departed Pearl Harbor with Gor’tDiv 72 less LM‘I WILSON as

Task Group 12.}.

Arrived biwetok.
.

‘

Formed Anti—«Submarine Warfare Group (Task Group 30.7) with the

Commanding Officer of the AEZIO as GM- 30.7, and Task Group

consisting of 17.5.5. ANZIO plus Destroyer Escort Division 72

less LBBAX WILSON departed. Eniwetok and commenced all-hour-a—

day ASW activities. The AIIZIO ASW Group henceforth operated.

as a unit under the direct operational control of Commander

THIRD Fleet and. commander FIFTH Fleet with additional missions

comprising direct (WE Amphibious support of landing operational

At W0 and oxnum the ANZIO and her DE division joined a (WE

support unit and participated in the offensive fighter and.

bombing etc. in support of the amphibious operations.

min-n, Wale agent. “.25. _
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V

1 November

1+ November

. 5-8 Jovember

8 EToveuber

18 November

23 November

25 November

28 November

1+ December

10 December

114» December

18-19-20 Dec.

21—22 December 19%»

22 December

25 December

19M

19M

19141»

19M;

19M

19m;

191m

191m

191m

19141;

19194

Arrived Ulithi.
Departed Ulithi for fueling area. Mindoro operation. Directed

‘to stand by REID, torpedoed and disabled, and. .threatened by

typhoon.

Joined company with RENO and remained with her until typhoon

gassed.
Set course for Ieek Done 38 fueling area. and conducted A/S

operations there.
AiTZIO plane on Intro]. sighted Nip sub, later sunk by MICE
C. TAYLOR of Task Group 30.7. First nob sunk by teak group.

Departed fueling area. Continued A/S operation.
Conducted ASP vicinity Ulithi.
Arrived Ulithi.
Gaytain George Gannon Montgomery, US}! of Vallejo, California

relieved Captain PM. Watson, USN as Gommnding Officer of ANZIO.

Departed Ulithi carried out ASS! operations off Luzon and in

THIRD Fleet fueling area. Mindoro operation.

Arrived. fueling ares. Carried out W miseione.

Passed through typhoon, damage so small that ship continued.

flight operations after sea. calmed and. required no tender

repairs.
Task Group 30.7 carried out mieeion of searching for survivors

of BULL (DD—350) and some (DD—512). vssmm, a. unit
of TG 30.7 dietingiiehed itself in rescue work.

Deserted fueling area.
Arrived Ulithi.

4

“1-5.
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CONFIDEN'I‘IA'V “

29 December 19m}

8 January 19%

23 January. 1945

25 January 1945

28 January 19,45

2 February 19145

6 February 19’45

7 I‘ebruary lens

11 February 19145

12 February 1945

13 February 1916

114 February 1914-5

16 February 1915

16 February 1914-5
170

7 I-Earch 1915

21 February 1915

VA

Departed. ULX'I‘EI with escorts es Task Group 30.7 under direct
operational control of ComBrdl‘lt. Conducted ASH operations

in 3rd Fleet operating area. including sweeps off Luzon.

Bogey closed and then oyened rapidly to north.
Task. Force 38 fueled from Task Unit 30.8.12, ASL-1210 in Task

Group 30.7 departed fueling area. enroute to U'lithi.

Commenced conducting AIS sweeps within 50 miles radius Ulithi.
T6 30.? entered. Ulithi.
Task U511; 50.7.1 (AIIZIO. scam I“. KELLER and OLIVER MITCIELL)

departed Ulithi. AlTZIO concentrated on perfecting carrier

landings, with the view of bringing all squadron VT Pilots
‘

to the highest possible efficiency in night‘landirgs.
Arrived hiwetok.
TU 30.7.1 (ANZIO and CortDiv 72 less LEROY WILSON,G‘1’U 30.7.1

the 0.0. of A3210) departed Eniwetok, provided coverage for

Task Groups 51.11 and 51.12 enroute Saipan.

Arrived vicinity Saipan and conducted. ASP and GAP in vicinity.
Reported to Task Unit 52.2.1.
Assigned to 52.2.2 with BISi-ARDK SEA, LUNGA POINT, and escorts
for movement to NO.

Set omirse for vichiity Iwo Jima.

Reached vicinity Iwo Jima, for Iwo Jima operation, operated

with TU 52.2.3, TU 52.2.3 fomineta single OVE support unit,
CW 52.2.3 and are 52.2.2 were detailed alternately as OTC.

Conducted CAP and ASP. Provided strikes on objective during
assault on Iwo Jima. -Cruised independently with escorts at
night maintaining ASP over objective.
ANZIO in disposition when mask Units 52.2.2 and 52.2.3 were

attacked by suicide planes. BISMARCK SEA suxik; 1mm POINT hit.
— 10 —.



CONFIDENTIAL.
'

' A

25 February 196
I

26 February 191»;

27 February 19145

7 March

12 l-Isrch

13 March

14 March

19 March

21
‘

March

26 March

29 March

1 April

5 Ayril

9 April

11 April

19115

1915

19%

1916

19“5

1915

1915

19u5

19h5

19h5

19h5

191*5

One oi‘ ANZIO planes made possible luhdarine contact.

AKZIO plane attacked and. damaged a Jap sub. ;

Another ANZIO plane attacked and sank another Jep sub.
‘

Task Unit 50.7.1 joined DAL? (DD-519) and departed vicinity ,

Iwo J1me.

Arrived Leyte.

VG-l3 reported aboard.
176—62 detached. .

Departed Leyte. conducted refresher flights for new squadron,

Leyte Gulf. Arrived Leyte.
Formed with MEWS ISLAND, BAVO ISLAND and escorts as Task

Unit 51-1-2. set course for vicinity Okinawa, on Okinawa ;

operation. I

Arrived vicinity Karena. lotto, provided air support during

attack on these islands. On alternate nights with escorts

operated indwendently as Task Unit 50.7.1, maintaining ASP

over target.
Relieved of night ASP.

Dafe of initial landings on Okinawa. Commenced providing

direct air support for amphibious and ground forces.
Humorous hogiee observed, ships near-by attacked by Jap planes.

Squadron participated and knocked down: )4- Vale, 3 Zekee,

2 Vale (probable), 1 Val (assist).
Entered Kerams. Bette for replenishment and departed at 1813

just before Jap planes attacked that harbor. g

Task Unit 50.7.1 (ANZIO and escorts) commenced independent ASW

mission on Guam—Okinawa and Ulithi-Okinawa routes.



CONFIDENTIAL
‘

i.
16 April 1915

25 April 1915

27 April 19h5

33 Afril 19145

3 211;? 1915

18 May 19M

21 May 19%

27 May 1915

31 May 1915

11 June.l91+5

17 Jrne 19145

20 June 1915

5 July 1915

Upon completion fueling, a bogey approached and split into
two groups. Two AiIZIO planes telly-heed two Jap planes and

shot down one Zeke. The other group retreated when approched
'

by two MTZIO fighters.
AUZlO plane attacked. Jap sub with unhaown damage.

A3210 oscorted. by rm departed Okinawa. area for availability
to repair rudder.
Arrived Ulithi.
Exchanged type V"! glance, took aboard 9 Eli-33's in exchange

for Tim-10's. v

Necessary repairs completed, departed, Ulithi escorted by

INGESOLL.
I

Reached vicinity Okinawa, on Guam-Okinawa and. Ulithi—Okinawa

routes with 33‘s as Task Unit 50.7.1 resumed ASH operations.

Designation changed to Task Group 30.5, under direct opera.-

tional control Gomjrfllt. Period of Task Force 38 strikes on

main Jap islands. Duty of TG 30.6: ASH operations 2’4—hours—

May.
'

AHZIO plane contacted and sank Jar) sub.

Gommenced radio deception plan, direction Oom3rdJ‘1t. MIZIO

Emeline tanks ruptured while receiving aviation gasoline.

Completed radio deception mission and. set course for Leyte
for availability.
Arrived Loyte.

Task Group 30.6 (ANZIO plus Cort Div 72 loss LEEAY WILSON

end MITCHELL, cm 30.6 the 0.0. of ANZIO) eortied from San

Pedro Bay, Leyte, enrouto to rendezvous with TG 30.8.

-12..
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4

14 July 1945 Task cm; 30.6 made rendezvoul with Tacit Group 50.5. fueled

and set course for operating area in vicinity of Latitude

36°~~00' 11., Longitude 1520-00'3.

15 July 1945 Task Group 30.6 reached assigned area and commenced ASW

sweeps in vicinity.
16 July 1945 Sighted and sank one Jap submarine by joint air-surface action

or Ethel: Group 30.6.
'

17 July 1945 Task Group 30.5 made rendezvous with Task Group 50.8. omvm

MITCHELL reported to Task‘Group 30.6 for duty. After fueling.

-Task Group 30.6 set course for the position latitude 28°-OOW.

Longitude 138°-00'E.. conducting ASW sweeps enroute.

16 Jfly 1945 Task Group 30.6 proceeded to new operating area, vicinity
Latitude 87°..oOIN. 150°40'11" conducting ASW weeps enrouta.

21 July 1945 Task Group 30.6 reached track prescribed and. continued A/S

sWeeps now along that track.

27 July 1945 The task group departed operating area and proceeded to assign-

ed rendezvous. ASW sweeps continued enroute.

30 July 1945 Task Group 30.6 nude rendezvous with Task Group 30.8, fueled,

parted company from Task Group 30.8. and commenced to sweep

the vicinity of position Latitude 28°31" Ieongitude 138%.

31 July 1945 Task Group 30.6 remained within radar and T35 range of Task

Group 30.8.. Task Force 38 made rendez'vous with Task Group

50.8 for fueling.
I

1 August 1945 mask Groups 50.8 and 30.5 remained in company with mask Force

38. which cruised to the southeast because of a threatening

typhoon.

uls-



2 August

3 August

4 August

5 August

8 August

9 August

11 August

12 August

15 August

1945

1945

1945

1945

1945

1945

1945

1945

1945

mask Force 38 with Task Group: 30.8 and 30.6 returned to

the westward during the dew.

Task Group 30.6 parted company from Task Group 30.8 and set

course for a new petrol track. ASH sweeps were continued

enroute.
Task Group 30.6 reached the position designated and continued

A/S sweeps.

Task Group 30.6 set course'to rendezvous with Task Group 30.8

in the vicinity of Latitude 32%. Longitude 15003., continu-

ing A/S sweeps.

Task'Ck-oup 80.6 mede'rendezvous with Task Unit 30.8.2, parted

company from Task Unit 30.8.2. and set course for the operating

arse. assigned, near position Latitude 32011,, Longitude 15003,

Task Group 30.6 reached the assigied track and continued its
A/S operations thereon.

Task Group 30.6 contacted Task Unit 30.8.2 and remained within

radar and T35 range of that unit continuing A/S sweeps.

Task Unit 30.8.2 with Task Group 30.6 in company. set e

southeastern; course to avoid a typhoon.
I

Task Group 30.6 remained in company with Task Unit 30.8.2 and

set e southerly course along a track assigned by GoerdJ'It.

Designation of Task Group 80.6 changed to Task Group 50.?

with no change in composition.

Task Group 30.? in company with Task Unit 30.8.2 nude ren-

desvous with the remainder of Task Group 30.8. Woe 579

received by ANZIO. including orders to cease all offensive
operations against Japanese forces. Task Group 30.? continued

to cruise in coupeny with Task Group 50.8. Night A/S searches

discontinued.
— 14 .-



QONHDEN’HAL _

18 August 1945

19 August 1945

22 August 1945

29 August 1945

30 August 1945

2‘ Sept. 1945

Task force 38 made rendezvous with Task Group 30.8 and Task

firoup 3097 provided daylight VT searches bow and ahead to a '

distance of 60 miles.

Task Group 30.? set course for Guam.

ANZIO entered Apra. Harbor. Upon arrival. Task Group 30.?

was dissolved. and ANZIO reported to ComThirdPhib for duty.
Squadron VG—lz detached from A5210 and Sqmdron “3-56 re-
ported aboard for duty.

ANZIO, together with 0mm mmcmm (3:941?) and nomr r.
KELLER (DE-419) ae etcorte. oortied from Gram and commenced

refresher flight operations for pilots of VG-SS.

Continued refresher flight operations off Guam. ANZIO ao—

companied by OLIVER MECHELL, ROBERT F. KILLER eat course

and were joined enroute by somehow 72 in MWCE 0.

mm (ma—415) with MELVIN 11. mm (93.415) and. warm
(DE-418).

Continued enroxrte to OKIIWIA to participate in occupation

of KOREA.
'



CONFIDENTIAL
»

WNW! HISi'ORY 01‘ USS ANZIO‘ (CWT-57)
CHAPTER I

THE CORAL SEA GOES To SE
The third of Henry Kaiser's CASABIANOA. Class Escort Aircraft Carriers was

commissioned USS CORAL Sfl (CE-57) the morning of August 27. 1943. Originally
listed as the ALIKUIA BAY (MW—57). and later renamed the USS “1210, she was

launched at Vancouver. Washington on May 1, 1943. On the 13th of August a raw

chosen members of her crew - collected. and trained. espechlly for CVE's at
Bremerton, Tacoma and. Astoria - Joined. the civilian workers who sailed her from

Vancouver down the Columbia river on August 14 to Astoria: Oregon. Trouble

developing with her boilers resulted in minor alterations that twice delayed. her
commissioning. She was placed. in commission at pier 3, Astoria, by Captain
James D. Burner. USN, Comnding Officer of the m pro-commissioning detail
at Astoria. In an impressive ceremony, with music by the bend of the Tongue

Point Naval Air Station. prayer- by Chaplain will-Mathis Dunn, USIIR. of the
Coral Sea, and speeches remarking the significance or her name and the battle
from which it was taken, Captain Berner gave the ship over to the Command. of
Captain Herbert Watson Taylor, USN, of Pensacola, Florida.

For a. month the CORAL SEA. lay alongside at Astoria, taking aboard supplies.
organizing. and. readying for see. On September 24 in a. dense fog she stood
out of the mouth of the Columbia into the Pacific and. headed for Puget Sound.

The ship's performance on the trip was entirely satisfactory, though most of
her crew. 9096 of them lam-lubbers, were violently seasick. She anchored at
Sinclair Inlet of! Brenerton Hevy Yard the following morning and. was depermed

at Illahee. Washington, on the 26th. The next morning. she ran the Puget Sound.

decaussing range and in the afternoonenchored. at Port Townsend. On the 28th
the CORAL SEA. comenced a series of operations out of Port Townsend for calib-
rating Radar and Badio—directicno-finiing gear. stnwtural test firing. end
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conductinr gunnery exercises. Bombs were loaded at Port Townsend before tying

up at Seattle, Washington, on the 30th. The followinrr day the CORAL SEA got

underway arain and 3mm; ship for adjustment and calitration of the standard
7

compass, returninr to Seattle that evening. On the 2nd of October she took on

mnunition at Blake Island! Washington, and departed that area, passing! in

thick i‘op thru Admiralty inlet and standing out the Strait of Juan De Fuca,

for San Francisco. .. _ _

“at being scheduled to: a shskedown cruise in the normal sense, the cruise

south was utilized to the tulle-t extent in training the ships' company to take

their place in the Pacific Fleet. Duily dawn alerts, which were destined to

continue for two years, made the crew security conscious. other drills,
runnery training: and lecture classes gave a foretaste of a daily routine aimed

atuwelding a new ship and new crew into a fightinr unit.- All hands seemed to

sense the urgency of the situation end entered into all activities with en—

thusiasm. The CORAL SE1; anchored in San Francisco Bay on the 4th of pctober,

shifting her berth to Qakland the heart day. There she took aboard general

aviation spare parts in preparation for her duties as an operating carrier.
She sailed from Oakland again on the 6th.

Arriving: at North Island, San Diem, on October 8, the COL]. SEA picked

r.“ Composite Squadron Thirty-Irhree and planes and that same day sailed for

her first flight operations. Dm-ing the next week - with a return to North

Island for replacement planes - she conducted flight operations in ideal

weather off the Coast of California. She was frequently within sight of the

mainland and the Coronadoe, and of other CV‘E‘s of the BOGUE and casmmc;

classes. Conditions were-related and pleasant; even radio silence was not

maintained. The squadron was eager to make a good showing, with crew intent

on their first experience operating: as an aircraft carrier. P-lane losses from
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incidents were heavy but no personnel were lost. As aVenooth—wbrking teen,
squadron and crew, officers and men, took their ship into the destroyer base
at' San Diego on October 15. 1943, for minor alterations and. repairs before
leaving the states for assignment as c combatant (IVE.

0n the 25th of october the CHE—57 sailed westward from San Diego with a.

mixed load of planes, cargo, and passengers. for delivery to Pearl Harbor.
She arrived there on the leet of the month to the tune of “ALOHA OI" and re—

cevied a. message from CINGPAC: "Welcome to the Pacific Fleet." This was the
first appearance at Pearl Harbor for the mJority of herofficers and. men.
Old and experienced hands were kept. buoy pointing out places of interest.
including the wrecks or the UTAH. Amzom end OMOMA. The neitt day 'the
CTEAL SEA joined the HSCOME BAY (OVEN—56) at sea near the Hewiian Island.
as iaek Group 52.8 for further exercises at flight operations and rehearsal
of forthcoming operations. Returning to the Naval Base four days later. she
too on stores and replacement planes and had minor work done on her hull in
the Navy Yard.

During that week the CORAL SEA underwent final alteration: and changes
in her superstructure. One of the first of a. new, untried species of ship,
she had had her island remodeled and added to at Astoria and. San Diego. These
alterations necessitated somewhat extensive reballasting and shifting of weight
belowdecke. Although eventually the structural appearance of all Kaiser CVE'e

becamenoreuniform. in those ccys the CORAL SPA could be readily recognized
C' her-unique bridge, flegbege and oignal halyarde. radar andredio antennae.
n. Pearl Harbor a large antennae yer-darn was removed, and an entire catwalk
was installed outboard fit the .beea of the island.

-3-
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CHAPTER II

THE GILBERT ISLIJ‘DS

The new SM sailed from Pearl Harbor on her first assignment egainst
the enemy on the Tenth of Novemborl 1943, as part of Carrie:- Division 21., with
her sister ships, the LISCCflE Hand consumes less the MINILJ. B11, under
CT:1 52.3, Rear .-’ "win-1. l'flullinix in the LISCCIJE ELY, and with tho BJJ'B and
‘. £5131 parriers ferryinr planes for the operation. This was the first combat

.xporionco of corriors of the CASIJIJNCL Class and the experiment was rersrdcd
t.th interest and some scepticism by novul personnel both aboard and elsewhere.
St-oaminp variously with Task, Force 54 and Confl'askFor 52 in. the PEWSYLVLWIA

onroute to the Gilbert Islam‘s, she crossed the equator on November 15 with
appropriate ceremonies der'pite the proximity of tho enemy. ’fiith a crow, both
officers and men, elm/3.; nine-tenths Pollywops, the celebrations attending the
visit of Nopturms Rox were rough and boisterous, and wmly sanctioned by her
Shollbock skipper, Captain i‘aylor. Continuinr west, she crossed the 180th
Meridian on the 18th and Joined Gainskflroup 52.13, MC, in the WEI; MEXICO,

for the assault on the objective».

D-Day was the 20th: Tho C(RLL SE: was assigned to furnish air support
for amphibious operations in the capture of Hahn island simultaneous with the
bloody landinz‘s, under support of fsst carriers, on Tarawa farther South.

‘

izlvorsionary protection was provided by other fast carriers striking: to tho
mrth in the Morshalls. On her first D-Day, the com SEL went into vigorous

tlo conditionhher crow taking? their breakfast in the dark of the eorly
win: sittim on, the decks of the messing compartments, all tables and

benches having been secured. Tho crow welcomed with cheers the bognbardment

commenced by the ‘familiar olr‘. battlewagons of DptDiv 3 and the brand—new

.1".
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near; cruiser BALTHDRE. first of her class. Descriptions of the bombardment

were passed thru intercomunications circuits to all hands - interspersed
with details of an exciting football game, then being played for to the
‘iCLSt in the states.

For the next three days, planes from the CORAL SM effectively gave air
support to the amphibious lending operations on lbkin. At hmdalcanal the

Marines had gone ashore without benefit of air support. Here was developed

the new concept of air support for amphibious landings which was to set the

pattern for coutless GVE's as the westward push across the Pacific continued.

Commencing with fighter and torpedo bomber launchings an hour before sunrise,
the CORAL SEA maintained a. mum flight schedule throughout the daylight

hours. delivering thousands of pounds of bombs and bullets on enemy troop con-

oentrations, am snplecenents and shore installations. In the beginning.

every fiig] L was an experiment. Frequent changes in types of bombs and fuses

were mt‘o. various methods of target designation were tried and air to ground

ooz‘nmications received. particular attention. The effective air support ren-
dered was not without loss — one torpedo bomber was hit during its bombing

run and crashed, killing pilot and both aircrewnon. Keen coordination on the

flight deck began the devolvprisn: of a polish which led to her later repute»-

‘ion as one of the most efficient of her class at launching and recovering

aircraft. iiore than once. he:- desks accepted the emergency landings of

other carrier's planes. and in turn some of her planes were caught far from
home with low fuel and. had to land on the LEXING'ION.

On the morning or November 24 revoille was sounded 12 minutes before

3.0,. and officers on. men of the CW? were dressing calmly when. at 0510,

the ship heaved to the thunderous blast of an underwater explosion. 'Jult
..

~ 5 .-
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2200 yards of her port beam the LISCOLIE BAY, Flagship of the Carriers and

formation guide, burst into flame, the victim of a Jap sub's torpedo. Elec-

trified, the crew of_ the COFJ.L_ SEA watched their sister ship burn and explode

fiercely into what an Oakland newspaper called "A Human Berbocue." shooting

debris into the air to a height the 00111.1. SEI.‘S Navigation Officer estimated
to= be a mile, the Gilli-56 spewed wreckage onto the flightdeck of the COTJJ.

SEA pliers at least one man was hit 'but not seriously injured. It was later
learned that Press porrespondents on a large carrier 60 miles» away saw the

glow of the stricken veasel., but not for long. 'A bare 23 minutes later,
men on board the CORAL SEL stood in stunned silence staring ot the smooth

waters of the Pacific where the Flagship had sailed, waters new empty save

for the sunrivors - tragically fowi- being picked up by escorting destroyers.
Observers on the fentail reported without confirmation that a Isecond

torpedo just barely missed the GOBJJ. SE).

Even the most phlegmatic aboard the COR/L SEA were visibly moved by the
heavy loss: of life (700 out of 950), and by the obvious vulnerability of
their Sister_Ship. The small percentage of old-timers aboard her, used as

they had been on their last ships to heavy armor and ermment, had even be-
fore the sinking expressed tohtheir younger shipmetes misgivings as to the
safety of the vessel, and even the least salty was aware of her comparative

softness .
During the following week‘s operations, including the final departure

from "th area, the comm SE}. and her group were frequently harrossod by

enemyr shoot-r planes dropping flares at dusk '- "Chcrlio, he Lamplighter."

These attacks seemed to be directed against units beyond the horizon and e

veritable sunset gene of hide-and-seek developed in which this group fell
just out of illuminatingr renfzo of the Flares. Captain Taylor was remembered

.-6- }
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fez-his calmness and efficiency in ship-handling on these occasions and hear

Admiral Turner in the PEM‘SYLVIJWIA won the confidence of all hands with clever

and successful maneuvers to avoid being attacked.
‘

On the 28th of November! the four Escort C .rriars - CORIL SEA, CORILEGIDOXL,

NASSAU and BARNES - in oompaw with heavier warships and escorts, departed flu

Gilbert Islands area. The return to Pearl Harbor was made at a near constant

speed of 18 knots, a considernhlc cruising speed for the "Jeep: Carriers and

old Battleships of BetDiv 3_,_ arxihencmntered heavy seas heed-on. Violent

pitching caused some. concern anonp the small flattops, one of theV‘BOGUE Class

requesting permission to lessen speed to avoid heavy pounding. On this trip,
Captain Taylor set 5 precedent for snartness aboard the CORJL SEA by holding

personnel inspection on a sunw flightdeck with sens so high spray broke over

theuforward ranks lined up in immaculate white. 011 December 5th, the forma-

tion arrived at Pearl Harbor.
Tied up at Ford Island, the tension of the crew materially lessened, the

CURLL SEAL two days Inter was loaded dot-7n, hang'ar and flightdecks, with old

PBY's eminvarious non-operationalflaircreft; her crew mmt wild with joy at

this undeniable evidence or returning to the States. On the 8th of December

she deported Pearl Harbor with the Seaplane-Tudor POCOHOKE QR. Task Unit 19.19 .(

On the 14th she arrived in San Francisco, Bay in e heavy for and berthed at

Llemede. Lir Station for the primary purpose, alter delivering her load, of ob-

tvining more planes. After a week of riotous, pro-Christmas liberties for
her crew, wl'ioh did much to restore morale, she was ready to get underway -
refueled, provisioned and stocked with new planes, including me for trans-

portation to Pearl Harbor. She sail-:11 from the States on the 22nd of December.

Once again the CQRJL SFJ. arrived at Pearl. Harbor — now a familiar neigh-

borhood to her veteran, battle-wise crew - on the 28th of December and started

.7.
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the' flaw Year of 191.4 by Joining the CORREGIDOR as Task Group 19.3. The group

operated out of Paurlhflerbor from t_he 3rd to the 5th, rehearsing for forthcom—

ing operations. Main on_ the 9th and 10th the two Baby Flattope procticed

their flight operations and gunnery oxercigos, Tho CORAL SEA returned to Pearl

Harbor for supplies and provisioning and on the 13th put to sea. once moremto

operate _in the Oahu area. for further training and rehearsals, fihia time in

fomation with the own, MANILA BAY, 009mm, wmogu. 131.! and “1.53m: :18

Lek Group 52.9. The group returned to Pearl Harbor on the 18th.

.8-
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CHAPTER III

THE Elk-LSEELLL ISLANDS

January 22 was the departure date for Task Group 52.9 - the MANILA BAY

(with flag), and the two old running mates CORAL SEA and CORREGIDOR, and

screen. Steaming in company with Task Force 52, the carriers were part of

an impressive force of battleships and cruisers of the old Astoria class, as

well as a large group of transports and attendant auxiliaries. This was the

first time that the extensive, ever—growing strength of the now-famous FIFTH

Fleet was displayed to such a startling extent, and all hands were awed. with

the realization that their horizon—sweeping Task Force was but a fraction of

the entire attacking force. and a lesser fraction at that. considering it was

composed of the smaller. older and slower Men-O-War of the Pacific Fleet. A

realization of the mny-uilss-wide expense of seapower sweeping Home on the

enerw target roused a sense of security aboard the CORAL SEA, and dispelled to

a. large extent the sense of aprehension subsequent to the tragedy of the

1.1 SCOKIE BAY.

The objective was the Marshall Islands, andthe "ms" arrived in the

vicinity of Kwajalein Atoll on Dog-Day, the 31st of J:nuary. about two days

after fast carrier forces had effectively struck opposing airpower. Flying

.xnti Submarine Patrol and Combat Air Patrol and strikes on the objective, the

00341.1. SEA settled to a smooth-running routine of direct and indirect air

support for the amphibious landings that she was to employ on many times in

the future. The errors and. defeciencies which had come to li{‘.1t in the Gilberts

Campaign had been rectified, the capabilities of the CW had. been more fully

explored. As an example. CORAL SFA's complement of eircraft was now six-teen

fighters and twelve torpedo bombers es con-pared With the twelve 3nd twelve of

the previous operation. And thedannge inflicted on the enemy wrs corresponding-

ly greater. Bombs ranging in size from 100 to 2000 pounds blasted pin point

*9! ' "
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targets as the CORAL SEA's pilots received their insturctions from Army and

Marine observers. Over her radio receivers her crew could hear the well-

integrated control of the uulti-pronged strike and learned the obvious super-

iority of U.S. Forces, also naxw times in the future to be demonstrated. The

sweeping assaults were rapidly successful on the tiny islands of Kwajalein

and Roi at both ends of the mammoth. 70-Mile Kwajalein Atoll. while other

forces were equally successful at Majuro Atoll to the Southeast. Bogies were

nunsrous. however, day and nigxt. and on the 5th. for example, the CORAL SEA

went to general quarters at midnight, 0143 and 0223.

The same day (February 5) comnxsxenoup 52.9 initiated an innovation by

despatching his carriers into leajalein Lagoon one at a time for refueliru
and reaming - even as beaohhesd battling was in progress - and so the CORAL

SEA sent off five of her planes to other ships and steamed into the ATOLL.

Inasmuch as the Marshalls had been the uncontested Pro—War territory of the

Nipponese Empire, this movement made :he CORAL SEA the first American aircraft

carrier to anchor in Japanese waters. In one of the first examples of the

Fleet's new policy of prompt mail delivery to its units even in battle areas,

she received months following day. During the afternoon the crew aired their

bedding on the flightdeck beneath :1 glaring mm while watch“ with binoculars

could observe Marines with fixed bayonets carrying on more war—like actions

or. the beach. During the evening movies on the hanger deck. those who pre—

ferred. other entertainment could go topside and watch the bombardment of the

objective that was continuing. and the glow of resulting fires.
Refueling was accomplished from the tanker GAZELIE in a 22-Knot wind

without camels, none being available. Both ships were anchored and employed

tugs with stern lines to hold then steady. Despite all precautions, however,

slight demge was done to :he flagbag catwalk of the CORAL SEA. The next
—;0- '
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morning the little carrier launched more of her planes to augment U.S. planes

llready in the area, the first time she cetagulted aircraft while et anchor.

Sailing out past the Pagoda-Like Hipybows of: KwaJalein Island on the

7th of February. the CORAL SEA continued operations in the vicinity. and on

the 11th was assigned. with CARDIV 24. to Tank Grdup 51.6. with Rear Admiral

Davidson in the MANN») BAY retaining Command. The next day the return bombing

by the Japs of R01 on the Northeastern extremity of the Lagoon was observed

aboard from a distance. On February 12 Pilot Pembroke of the CORAL SEA set

his plane down on Knajalein airstrip. then in a state of semi-completion,

when engine trouble prevented his return to the carrier; thus becoming the

first American plane to land. on J.paneoe soil.
On the 34th of February the youp set its course for Eniwetok, the

westernmost of the Marehalle, which we: to be the next Atoll taken. However,

on the 25th, orders were received to reverse course and, with the COP. EGIDOR

and Escorts. 35 Tank Unit 55.1.2. return to Pearl Harbor. After an uneventful

trip, they arrived. off Oahu on the 3rd of March. Partner: in two Campaigns,

having seild into Japanese water: and left then American. and never once

having been hit by the snow.

-11.
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On March 11, 1941., the CORLL SEA with CORRESIDQR and escorting destroyers

stood out of Pearl Harbor under orders from a command new to her : ComSoPac -
to sail to Espiritu Santos. However, these orders were changed on route. to the

Port. of Tulapi in the Solonons.’ She crossed the Eqnotor appropriatelynenough

during the Ides} of March and celebrated the entry into Neptune' 5 Domain of her

small proportion of Pollywogs, this time much more‘ingeniously though less

roughly than in November of '43. The ceremonies and preparetionh'wlasted for

three days, culninating in a color-ml spectacle on the flightdeck.

It was during this trip that the CORIL SEI. sustained her first and most

tragic operational loss. During: routine lending operations, a TBF, mlly
armed for Anti-sub work, overshot the flightdeck and dove into the water Just

off the port bow. Almost instantly the ship heaved to the explosion close

aboard of one of the plane's depthhcharges and a few seconds later, at greater
depth but close to the ship's stern, to a second under-water blast. Seams of

the ship were strained and some compressed air lines broke, but no serious

damage was Clone. Neither the plane nor its three. occupants were seen after

hittiarr 'Li‘rwo wrtor. A grisly message from tho planemard destroyer reported

the only remains as being a. small piece of human flesh.
is the heat increased proportionately with her approach to theMSolomons

Islands, the CVE-S'I passed thru an awesome electrical storm on the night of

{larch 18, during which the sky was meme with neaby lightning, radio reception

was almost blacked out, and the ship was phenomenally illuminated with a ghostl

display of St. Elmo's Fire. The SK radar screen rivaled any electric Sim on

Broadway. After making landfall on Malaita Island, the morning of the Vernal

-12..
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Equinox! her crew witnessed another rare natural phenomenon - three waterspouts

simultaneously. Passing the mountainous, green Gusdacanol,_ the CORAL _SEl stood

into Magi harbor on March 21 and anchored between the main Florida and Tulagi

Islands. Although some of her sisters, and raw other warerett were anchored

at Purvis Bay, this was the first time an six-craft carrier had anchored at Tul-

agi; the COILL SE1. and cmmoa were soon surrmmded with swarms or eight-
Sooih'? small craft. For most of her crew it was the first View of the true
jungle of the tropics, but to a fey old hands it was a return to a familiar
spot haunted with memories of the nightmare battles of Gundecenel and the .

crippling and sinking of fine Liner-icon cruisers. Many of the 09PM. SEL's ot-
ficors were long to remember the more playful hours of the "Iron Bottom Bay

Club" at Purvis Bay.

After provisioning and fueling, Task Unit 36.3.1 - tho COFREGIDOR with

OTC, COIL-LL SH» and escorts - sailed on the 30th of March,.19l.4. Steaming up

thru the Solomons, they passed wt between Santa Ysebel and Florida Islands,
passed the Green Islands, and skirted Few Ireland to reach the ‘ft. Matthias

group on Lpril 2. They relieved the MIZ‘YILL ELY and "ATOM. ELY providing inti:
Submarine Patrol and Combat Air Patrol for the Mericen Forces newly landed on

Enimu and for new forces still arriving. On the 6th of April one of the
CORAL SEA‘s Wildcats shot down the first enemy plane credited to the ship - A

J'vp "Bctty" Twin-Enpined Bomber, which was contacted by Radar and to which the .

plqnosnwrre directed by. CORJJ. SEII. Firhter Director. Nighttime G.Q's became so

frequent as to be nontonous, occasioned by the presence of enemy planes, often-

ti as near enough to be audibl a: and several times passing overhead. On Atril
lotshortly after. midhipht, the ship's pum‘ews received their first command to
open fire on an enemy target, but the plane apparently never came within effoct~

ivo range. fr few minutes later, however, the Escorts fired at other enemr air-
croft within range and by way of deception all ships made heavy smoke. The

~13-



formation fines not attacked, however. It was concludéd thfit the frequent

b93163 were enemy (Malawian-planes ifrom thé gmgm at Rab‘aul andRaviBnpi -‘

On @319 11th, with the airstrip: on mirau operative, thg yufip'left thé

vicinity and arrfixed at T111931 threre days later.
‘
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CHINE V

HOLLINDIIwIJTAPE, WEI GUINEA:

..
The CORAL SEL loft Tulagi again on April 16, joining Taskforce 78,

bound for the Hollandis-Litape area of the northern coast of New Guinea.

This was to be the CORAL SEA's first assignment to General Douglas Mao

Arthur's SWSIPIS Theatre of Operations, The crew was impressed with the

groatLdistance that lay betwoen then and the U.S.1.,, 6,090 niles - for they
were now almost as far west as Tokyo itself; Realization of the remoteness

of the states was inspired by the breaking off of radio nonsmnications with

Pearl Harbor end establishing them with "oumea, New Caledonia, and Canberra,

Australia. 0n the 19th the cam. SEA joined with the CORREIDOR, MANILA BA!

and NLTOML ELY to form Taskgroup 78.2 and to provide Air Support and Sub De-

fense for the Amphibious Operations at *itape and Hollandia, commencing April
22.

The CORLL SE1; was operating in a. veritable fleet of her younger Kaiser-
hatched sisters and not infrequently other formations passed by and crossed

her path. During this operation the full capabilities of the CLSJJBLQ’CL class
CVE's were exploited throughly for the first time, and their Polo-Pony shar-

acteristic» oi“ being able to “Turn on a Dime" developed thru exhaustive man-

euvers. On one occasion Taskgroup 78.2 slipped neatly thru another group of

fnur "Jeeps" with their respective courses at near right angles, passing bows

across sterns in an exacting display or expert ship-handling. This agility,
'7. reselt of twin-screw and well-designed hulls, was to prove the deciding

weapon of defense against enemy air attack during the Marianas operation and

awninst high calibre gunfire in the battle of 1.6th Gulf. At this time, too,
the CORAL SE1. reached a peak of efficiency in plane-handling, launching: and

landing aircraft consistently faster than; some of the other carriers with her.
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On Dog-Day for the flitape landings, the 22nd of April, the baby flot-
tops cmised off the coast of Y“ow Guinea providing air support. The COR/L

SEI‘JS pilots here encountered terrain conditions decidedly in contrast with
the small, low atolls of the Pacific islands which had previously been the
target of their bombs. Dense forests and undergrowth rendered concealment

of targets comparitively easy. It wesnsoon discovered, however, that a. me:-

ority of" the” enemy forces had withdrawn into the hills to the south of the

coast line and, after the pro-landing bombings, there was little call for dir-
Get air “PW“- The following day the group was Joined by the Australian
heavy: cruisers AUSTRALIA and SEROPSHIILE and three Aussie Destroyers, Operet-
ing in formetion with vessels of 8. foreign Wavy taxed skill in manomering

coordination. There were» some occasions both confusing and amusing result-
ing from T.B.S. voice transmissions spoken, as they were, in the highly varied

accents of America" and Australia. On the 25th the group provided air support

for the further amphibious operations at Hollandia, and the following: day set '

their course for Seeedler harbor in the Admiroly Islands.

irriving at Menus Islands April 28, the GOELL SE1. and the other ships of
her group fueled and took on provisions. The islands had just recently been

captured, and were jointly occupied by Australians and Inez-icons. Supplies
which she took on were her first examples of reverse Lend-Lease, and added

novelty to thomdiet of the officers and crew with. such commodities as gran-v

berries, mutton, rather husky rabbit! and cream in "tins“ instead of in cans.
Hardy once more for further operations, the ships departed on the 29th of April

and returned to tho Hollandis area, where things were mogressing snoothly
end with relatively little less of Morison life on the beaches. 0n the 4th
of May, the CORAL SEA anchored once more in Seeadlor Harbor.
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Her engines had been giving signs of trouble for some time and the

comment. was subjected this time in port tome. through enminetion‘of her

machinery. ‘
It was found'thot numerous piston rings had broicen in the foe-

ward main engine. _It was decided to sand her to Espiritu Santos for neces-

sary repairs. During the three—day stay in the Admiralties, howevortthe

ship'sncortpany was afforded some recreation in the form of excellent natural

swimming» facilities on the beaches of tiny islands in the harbor. The ship

departed Seeadler May 7th as part of Taskgroup 78.4.

The beautiful iselnds of the "ow Hebrides rose blue from the sunny *

Pacific before the bow of the CORAL SEA the morning of May 12. Captain H. W.

Taylor inspected his men in their gleuning whites ,5!” whet ms to be his last“
time. The ship anchored on than 12th in Segond Channel and on the nth Captain

Taylor was relieved as Commanding Officer by Commander VPaul Wesley Watson, US“

Executive Officer of‘the CORAL SEA since commissioning. ‘Gormnder Watson was

promoted to the rank of Captain on May 21. float. Commander E. W. Davis, USN,

originally Meistantweir Officer bet at this time Air Officerhwas promoted

to the rank of Commander and assigned as Executive Officer. Engine repairs

ware completed. with the aid of working partiesvend engineers from the H.A.B.,

although not in the originally allotted time and the ship's availability at

Espiritu Santos was lengthened. On the 2nd of dune, however, she was ready

for conbwt once more, armed and provisioned, and departed that day with the

COIL‘EGIUOR as 'I‘rskunit 53.7.2, escorted by Destroyers n8 Teskunit 53.7.4.
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altering watershwhich she had played a slim-Tart in winning, the GQRAL

SEA reachedhwfialein in the Marshalls on theh8th of June and anchored in

its northern anchorage near Roi Island. The night before standing into the

anchorage she had received the word by shortwave radio that allied forces had

landed on the Formandy Beaches; the crew was in _unususl state of excitement

and suspense the following few days as the first news was being expanded.

The CORAL SEA was ready to operate once more with the GOiZEEX‘zIDDR, Flagship
‘

of Rear Admiral Felix Stump,”Commnder 9! Carrier DiviHon 21..

Thus,‘ on the 10th of June, 1941.! in company with the light cruisers
IIWOLULU and ST. LOUIS and a division of? battleships, these carriers soiled
as part of Taskgroup 53.15 for the Marianas Islands. Under protection of

these carriers and other warships was a. 1(formation of transports and other aux-

iliorios. 0n Dog-Mimsigne Day, upon rendezvous with the escort carriers
Krmm BAY (with flag) and GAMBIER hid, the group of cyEIs formed Taskgroup

53.11, operating at various times under both task organization designations.

It Wes Juno 1!. when they arrived off Saipan; the first objective of the cam-

pnign. CORhL SE]. and the other CVE's continued their mission of providing

Anti-Submarine, Conbot Air Patrol, over our forces, and now provided also

bombing and strafing attacks on the obj active.
On Dog-Day, June 15, 191.4, 1ondings were made on the beaches of Soipan

with little opposition, covered entirely by aircraft from escort carriers,
the first time such a procedure. had been undertakenr (The First-Line Cox-tiers

were standing into thehPhilippine Seehto hunt down and attack an enemy surface

force reported to be underway.) During the evening: of the 15th several ~
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Japanese planes wereusighted from the CORAL _S_E1. and attack throatnod, but

the £1 sensition was not attacked. _Sev_era1 snoopors yer-e sighted from the

ship early the next morning, causing another_ in a monotonous series of day

and night G. q.'_s. One ship of the formation opened fire, but the ans did

not press home an attack. At this pbriod the famed Tesktorce 58 was endeav-

orinq to establish contact with a powerful enemy sorface force to the west.

Onflthe 17th of June, 191.4,_ an all-out , coordimted Jop aerial attack
was launched, well-timed both in the Philippine Sea es well as against the
smaller carriers providing air cover for the newly-won beachheads of Saipan.
ffhile Vice Ldmirel Mitscher commenced the famous- "!Jorianas Turkey Shoot"

some 500 miles to the west, 21 large formation of enemy planes, of mixed

types, approached the CVEMdispoeition.

Lt 1750, OUR}; SEA in Task Group 52.11", numerous Bogies were reported"
on the Radar Screen - nore enemy planes then the operators had ever seen on

the screen before. it 1803 the ore ordered General Quarters, and several

different groups of enemy planes began closing formation. Fighters from the

proup were vectored to intercept, which they did at 1849, 27 miles from the

formation. Enemy planes continued to close, however, and at 181.8, the pre-.-

cise minute of sunset, the force was attacked by Japanese Dive Bombers.

The Task Group opened fire promptly and accurately. The first ship out-‘-

tacked was GJJ'ESIER ELY; a twin engine bomber, attacked her from dead ahead
I

".nd dropped '1 bomb about 100 feet on her part bow. '_l‘ho plane also apparent-
1y strafed her. CORAL SEX. took this plane heavily under fire; the plane hit
the water and exploded.

'

At 1851 a Judy nttocked 9011M. SEA from hearing 055° T, then dead ahead

and the ship fired on it during the divo from 65° elevation, 8000 feet a1.
titude. The bomb landed 100 feet off CORAL SEA's starboard quarter. The
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plane hit by CURL}. SEL': fire lost control in the pull out at 1500 feet, spun

in, and crashed and tmrned 300 yards or! the starboard quarter:
.Lt 1853 a Jap Kate attacked the ship from the port bow, on a course

about 160° relative, as it came in about 50 feet above the water. It was hit
by the CORLL SEL's port batteries, ccrtwhellod, and disinterrated 1.00 feet

estern.
_

Lt 1905 a. fmxrth plane attaoked CORLL SEL, from the starboard bow cross—

ing to port; it Was brought down by the ship's runs, 2000 yards of! the port

quarter. _ _ >

The task group mooted numerous evasive munewfi during this action.

No ship of the formation was seriously damaged, although several other CVE's'

under simultaneous attack in the vicinity fared less well. Several planes

on CORAL SEa's flight deck were slightly damaged by bomb fragments; the stern

lid-t 71'“ splintered, and two members of the crew were slightly injured.

_ ..
On Sunday June, 18th, 1941., Region were reported at 0425 and at 1&2, but

on neither occezsion was tho__formation attacked: Lt 1435 enemy gig-craft were

reported in "Hm ponernl vicinity, and at 1615 forty to forty-fiye Bogies were

reported at 97 miles. 1.3 they continued to close, the formation (1.6. 52.11)

"rent to emu-aliqunrters, and at 1636_COI‘J.L SEA launched 6 fighters, vectored

by CORAL SEl.‘s fighter direction to intercept. Despite the interoeption «-

COPuLL SEL planes downed a total or 8 (fools: and 2 Irving: euro, plus 3 Tonioe

and 5 Irvings probable - six Jap Irving: broke through and at 1.75? made a.

torpedo,‘ strafing, and bombing attack on the Task Group. _Thoy came from the

direction of the starboard quarter, out of the setting sun. One Torpedo was

we launched at GAMBIFR BL! and one at CORAL SEA, both missed? Que bomb

dropped 30 yards off 0011111. SEA's starboard bean, without damage to the shipn

Attempted strafing of CORAL SEX. was'not successful. The starboard, batteries
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opened fire promptly and brought down two planes; the first fell 800 yards

off the port be! and the second in flames attempted to crash on deckmbnt

was knocked down 300 yards short, on the starboard bow. A third plane which

this ship brought ender fire passed low over the water from starboard to

port, and in turning to attack CORREDOR was set afire by this ship's for-
ward port batteries; it pulled up to 300 feet and crashed into the sea.
The fourth plane engaged flew 50 feet above comx. SEIJs flight deck, dropped
a bomb off the starboard beam, was set stirs by our port batteries, and

crashed 1500 yards off the port,.querter.,. Two other Irvings are believed
to have joined in the attack, in addition to the six first sighted. Of

these eight planes, seven were shot down by ships of the tbmation; the

eighth, smoking as it fled away, was shot down by a CORAL 52!. Fighter mir-
crsft. ” _ N

_‘ During this enragement the ship made numerous evosiye turns, both on

signals from the arc and to avoid torpedoes. it 1755, in the midst of the

attack, COILLL SEA leugxchod two fighters. The attack was over at 1758, and

00ml. SEA ceased firing. 'A few scattered bOEiOS npg’rewec‘ from time to time

on the screen, and 00M]. SKI. secured from General Quarters at 1947.
The Japs were not dissuaded from atteckinrr our CVE's. At 0613 a. bogey

was reported at a distance of 26 miles. CORAL SEI. went to General Quarters
and commenced launching emergency fighters at 0619. At the some moment a

group of four high altitude and dive hampers attacked the disposition, com-

ing from dead ahead out of the rising Sun. At 0619 a near miss landed 50

yards ahead of CORLL SE1. but without damsge to the ship. Two planes dropped
bombs esters of but near GAMBIFE ELY. One dive bomber attempted to attack
CORRMIDOE but was driven off. GOILLL SE1. opened fire, but the planes were
too high (10000 or 12000 feet) for accurate marksmanship. There was no, dan-
“-9.0 to any ship of the formation and, so for as is known, none to the snow.
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At 0750, the radar screen being clear, CORAL STE. secured from General

Quarters. _

'i‘he gunnery of OWL SEA was fast, accurate and effectiventhe result

of many previous hours of gunnery practice. Morale was high, in contrast

to thut ct Makin, for all hands felt that__the Japs were mustered. 71'

42?. It" had‘ originally‘beoniplenhgd to land-“troop- on (Juan three or four

days ei‘fter the Soipannleneinps, and the CORAL SEA sailed South to commence

softening-up operations at that island.» The unit was recalled to the. Baipan 1

area when it became ohvioue that the penetration of Snipenby American Sold-

iers and Marines was not progressing as favorably as the initial beach
flphtinr .7 ‘

Quip? the entire period of! Seipan, CORAL 8313. continued to provide

bombing and strafing: ettacksmn the objective. On June 13th, one pilot wee

fatally injured in lending aboard. Turning a successful bombing strike on

Tinien on June 20th, several COIL’L SEI. planes were forced down, with pilots
and crew missing: _. _ ..

There were numerous further reports of enemy planes but no further at;-

tack reached the CORAL SEL. Oommencing on 21 June, 0011.!» SE and COILREGIDOR

joined Task Group 53.1, a transport group East of Sniper!) and commenced prow‘

viding air cover for it. On 25 June the entire formation set course for ..

Eniwetok; COML_SEL rennined there from 28 June to 1 July, and then return-

ed to the Soipan area in comparv with 008332le and escorts. CORAL SE1.

planes took part in the bomberdment of Guam from 9 July to 12 July, with

considerable damage to the chem; installations there.

Leeying the Marienotgaree on the 12th of July, the GORJLL Sill. dropped

anchor in Eniwetok Lagoon on the 15th. After replenishment, on the 17th
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she departed place more for the Marianas. Just outside the anchoragenshe

suffered an engineering casualty and was forced to leave formation and return

to‘ianchor. Leter, orders were received to return to Pearl Harbor. It had

renomlly been supposed that the CURL; SEA wmfld be given a much-mowed

Steteside yard period Arm the Marianas operation. As joyful as were ell
hands at the prospect of returning to the U.S.,_thc'y were still Imderstnnd-

ably annoyed fit not being able to return to Guam for May, of being cheated

out or the honortof being present when the first landings were made on Jap-

oocupied limerican soil. _ _

With the 30-1139 as escort, the acme SEL departed Eniwotok on the

23rd of July, and arrived at Roi, Kwajalein Atoll, on the 25th. Leaving

most of her planes at Kwajelein,the next day GORLL SEA departed for Pearl

Harbor, escorted by the calm! AMI-162. It wns‘with 9. mm sense of nostel-

gia that her crew scanned the now nearly empty navy yard as they pulled in
and tied up at berth Feat-l. ”The same day, the 2nd of August, slipping away

from the (epic to the sentimental strains of Hawaii's Fetimal "1.10m OE'I

and the meaningful ”California, Here We Cone," the CORAL SE; stood out of

Pearl Harbor! singly, her course set for San Diego.

.. Expecting new alterations and repairs, on well as limited recreation
am! leave for the 6113!, the ship was engaged in a bustle of activity even

as she pulled into San Diego at ForthNIslond on Iug‘ust 9th. Imedintely
she discharged her squadron, VIC-33, and personnel of ship's company, who

were being detached. After shifting her berth to the USN Repair Bose the

next day, the first 19.5” party shovedhoff, comprising approximately half
the ship‘s company, on a well earned and highly appreciated 15-day leave.

The second leave pert left on the return of the first. Boonuso of the
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firgehoy and amount of work to be accomplished aboard, liberty for_the crew

duging the fiye-week yard availability was minimized and more than once

cancelled. On the Blst of July the CORAL SEA W9“t into Drydock No. 1 at
the Repair Brse, when the bottom was cleaned and Pointed. Altogether at
the Repair Brso,_much work of overhaul, repair, ans alteration was accomf

plished, inclufling a pew measure of camouflage pointing. Numerous personnel

recoivad special training during this period.” On September 12th and 13th

CQRLL SEchonduoted post repair trials off fian Diego; these proved satis-

fectory aha the ship Saturned to North Island, San Diego and loaded aircraft
and personnel for transportation.
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(:3;st VII

THE PHILIPPINES

Rejuvenated and ready for battle once again, the CORAL SEA stood out

of San Diego and passed Point Lone. on September 16,1944, her course set for
Pearl Harbor. Packed aboard her hanger and flightdeck were 71 aircraft. spares.
ammunition, personal effects and. about 200 passengers for Hawaii. Leaving her

blimp escort at sunset the first day out, she made an uneventful voyage. arriving
at Ford Island on the 33nd. For the next two weeks she underwent final alter-
ations and material additions. including special night leading lights. which

had not been effected in the States, sending many of her personnel meanwhile

ashore for formal training in the use of lately developed weapons and instru—

ments. Embarking her new squadron, VIC-82, she sailed for exercises in the

Hawaiian area. on the 8th of October.

The CORAL SEtL's new assignment was that of anti—submarine warfare, in which

a unit composed of one escort carrier equipped for nigit flying and five
destroyer escorts conducted an intensified anti~submrine campaign involving
24 hound-day flight operations and the use of higxly specialised radar, radio
and underwater sound gear. While CORAL SEA was still in Pearl Harbor, Captain

F. M. Hughes, USN, of the BLOCK ISLAND, cane aboard and delivered a lecture on

A.S.W. operations which he and others had long and successfully pursued in the
Atlantic and which were generally credited with the near removal of the Sub-

marine menace in those waters. Thus, while A.S.W. was not new to the Navy. it
was to be the COM SEA who was to pioneer 24-hour-a-day around~the~clock

Hunter—Killer taotice in the Western Pacific.
Operating in and out of Pearl Harbor until October 8. she conducted various

exercises to familiarize herself with her new task, coordinating her escorts
and planes to make a permmnt team, and sometime with a tame submarine making
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simulated attacks upon the ship. The novelty of the venture, and strangeness
of the tools at hand. more than once led to humorous incidents in which the
pretended stalking sub was thoroughly lost to the ship and resurfaced in un—

expected areas. An actual example of split—second thinking and quick mneuver—
ing was afforded the conning officers of the CORAL on during these exercises
one day when a friendly submarine surfaced directly in herpath. Swift judge-
ment on the bridge avoided potential tragedy. CORAL SEA also conducted gunnery
exercises. By the time she was ready to sail on her first A.S.W. mission. her
deck crews and pilots had trained in night flight operations.

It was during the period at Pearl Harbor, that the CORAL SEA received
notification that her name was being changed. It was assumed at the tire, and
correctly. that the noble name of CORAL SEA would be given to one of the mighty
GVB's than a-building; the name of one of America's most vital naval battles
seeming a fitting name for the world's largest carrier. (The (IVE-42. the
COEAL SEA—to—be, was subsequently renamed to honor the late President Franklin
D. Roosevelt.) Nonetheless, her crew could not calm a feeling of resentment
at the change, for they had developed an understandable pride in their ship.
had sailed her untried into battle assignments seemingly too severe for her to
handle. and had brought her back an uninjured veteran with Nip flags painted
on her bridge. The CVE—h? put to sea from Pearl Harbor on the 16th of October
as the USS 1311le.

The AHZIO was flag of Task Group 12.8. consisting of herself and Escort
Division 72. less LERAY WILSON (DE-414). namely LAWRENCE c. QAYIOR (DE-415),
iELVIN R. lemma (DE-516), OLIVER MITChEIL (DE-417), TABBERFR (DE-518) and the
ROBERT F. KELLER (DE-419). bound for Eniwetok Atoll in the %stern Marshalls.
lhe Captain of the ANZIC) was Commander of the TASK GROUP. and the Commander
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.f Escort Division 72, Combanderh. Jackson Jr. USE-IR, was Commander of the
screen in the TAYLOR. The group, including destroyer escorts and. planes,
coordinated, and c-mtinued their exercises to develop smooth A.S.W. operations,
as well as routine flight and. gunnery drills. During the exercises at Pearl
Harbor and while en route to Eniwetok the ANZIO utilized a search plan which
it used throughout its A.S.W. career and until the conclusion of the war, The
plan. simple in operation but effective as a search medium, involved the use
of only two VT's per flight. Each plane. one to Port and one to Starboard,
flew a flank search. at right angles to the ship's course. Then at the
end of the outboard legs the planes turned ninety—degrees, flew parallel to
the ship fr a prescribed distance at which point they once more turned ninety--
deg‘ees and commenced their inboard legs whll'Jh bnght then back to the ship.
where the search was begun anew. The ease of aerial navigation afforded by
this plan, plus the fact that the planes could reorient thenselves on the ship's
position at the inboard ends of the legs, permitted day and night flights
under difficult weather conditions. The plan had the added advantage of being
extremely economical on the number of planes employed and thus freed the balance
for use against any sudden sub contact.

Arriving at Eniwetok and anchoring on the 25th of October, the AHZIO
took on fuel. aviation gas, supplies and ammunition, andreceived her nemt
orders directly from the cozmnder of the THIRD Fleet. Admiral William F.
Halsey. With her sane DE‘s she was designated Task Group 50.7 and directed
to proceed on an A.S.W. mission en route Ulithi Atoll in the Western Carolines;
this designation she was afterwards to use for the greatest part of ten months
of intense. round—the-clock flight operations in the far Western Pacific.

During this trip and during the entire period of operation of this hunter—
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killer rroup there were sound contacts reported by DE's. On each occasion
the first DE to make the contact developed it, usually assisted by one or two
other DE's. [J'ZIO with the remaining DE's then cleared the immediate area
and provide air patrols when necessary. No contact is abandoned until it
was evaluated non-sub.

Sustaininn several plane crashes enroute, involving loss of aircraft,
and death and injury to squadron personnel, the [WHO did not proceed directly
to the designated Search area but anchored in Ulithi on November 1. Three
days later, aft:r taking on replacements, fuel and provisions, the 1.17210 was
underway once morn, headed for her assigned area for MSW. searches. That
same day (November 4), however, she received orders to proceed to the aid
of the light cruiser R1370, reported torpedocd and disabled in the Philippines
See. The next afternoon the stricken mm was sighted, and upon rendezvousinn,
given diesel fuel and aviation gasoline, Task Group 30.7 then continued enti-
sub sweeps in her vicinity. Upon arrival of the tug EXTILCTOR, which took the
cruiser in tow, the AN_ZIO gave her a cur-Fested course to avoid the path of an
approaching: typhoon, and for two days provided air cover for her. 'l‘he seas
became steadily heavier and several times prevented flir'ht operations.

On November 8, Task Group 30.7 was ordered to e. fueling area to the
>

westward to rendezvous with Task Group 30.8, the Logistics Group suprertinr
Task Force 38, durinr‘ this period winds frequently exceeded 50 knots, sons
were cerrespondinr‘ly heavy, and flight operations were often impossible. For
the rest of the month the monotony of their new duty boom to impress the
AF'ZIOVchi-ewmen, who quickly tired of the todium of 24-hour-a-dey landing-s
and launchinrs, one the repeated false contacts, the C.Q’s, the searches and
occasional attacks which followed them, yet never experiencing the satisfaction
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and thrill of making a kill. Then. early on the morning of November 18, before
dawn. Lieut. Commnder 0.3. Holt. USN, Squadron Commander. nude 5. surface
contact with his radar and dropped flares, whereupon the contact disappeared.
vie dropped float lights to mt the spot and the planes of the flight attacked
as DE's rushed to the spot at flank speed. one of them establishing an under-
water sound contact above dawn. The TAYLOR then attacked, and observed three

‘

immediete and violent underwater expl'esio'ns and then. after an interval. a
deeper, duller explosion. Soon the sea was covered With oil, papers. deck
planking and other debris. Numerous sharks appeared, rising partially out of
the water in an unusual state of excitement. even attacking the boat put over
the TAHOR'I side to recover samples of the wreckage and oil. Continuing to
give the area close attention from her DE" and extra. aircraft, the liNZIO

the next day became confident of her first sure kill when she passed thru two

miles of obvious diesel oil slick. spreading and still rising to the surface
over the spot of the preceding night "s attack. ConTHIRDFle-at. on being notified
of the attack, reported: "notion makes you member of plucking board for Nip
Submarines. Well done to all hands." CinGPac added: "Congratmtions on your
ably following the example not by your predecessors. We are confident of
additional successes by your Task Grow. Well done."

On the 23rd of November. Task Group 30.7 set its course for Ulithi.
c-znducting sweeps around the Atoll for two days before anchoring on the 28th.
On the 4th of December, Captain George Gannon Montgomery, USN. of Vallejo,
California. relieved Captain P.’s'. Watson es Commanding Officer of the MIle
and as Commander of the Task Group. With its new commander, then. the Hunter-
Killer Group departed Ulithi on December 10, teaching the fueling area. in the
Philippines See once again in support of the Mindoro operation. covering the
Logistics Group which supplied Admiral Helsey's Task Force 38. then spearheading
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the latest Philippines landing.
On December 16th. in company with the THIRD Fleet, Task Group 30.? was

proceeding to a. newly assigned fueling area to the Northwest as s. tropical
typhoon developed and approached during the day, steadily attaining dangerous

proportions. All hands turned to and secured the ship for the storm. After

planes and movable objects were secured then may more lines were added for

good measure. The ship was ballasted for the storm. The destroyer escorts
were stationed estern since it was considered that such position would be

safest for all vessels of the group. Before the see. became too high the group

took maximum distance on other groups to minimize danger of colliseion during

the storm. On the 18th the full force of the storm struck the formation.

During the morning the winds rose steadily and the barometer dropped to e.

startling depth (978.0 MB. or 26.88 inches) .t-nd a 90-knot wind force was clocked

before ANZIO's Anemometer vanes were carried. away, after which estimated forces

up to 120 knots were encountered. consistent with the location of other task

units a course was chosen to avoid the worst of the storm and simultaneously

heading into the sea. Since the greatest weakness of the ship was in Nagging

and sagging stresses. the Wind and see. was kept as near the quarter as possible.

as ballested the weight of the island reduced the roll to port compensating

in part for the wind on the starboard hand. During the worst of the typhoon

the steering control was so limited that with (K degrees left rudder and

starboard engine ahead 15 knots and port engine 5 knots it was impossible to

hold the wind and see more than 10 degrees shaft the starboard team. About

noon she passed thru the worst of the storm. . Danger iron fire was kept in mind.

Two false fire alarms were made. Ear crew worked with the speed and strength
or men possessed; on both the fligit end hang-er decks they fought with planes.
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Endeavoring to keep them safely lashed down. For an hour the ship rolled 38

and 39 degrees. Water broke over the edge of the Elia-mink and small amounts

down her port stacks; sees that crashed eginst her crushed one of her Motor

Whale Boats. bent stenchions on her fantail. twisted and deformed her catwlke
«amount

and lookout stations forward, and swept two of her aircraft, some liferefts.
and one Radio.Antennee. The only persoInel injury sustained. was a broken arm

experienced by an Aircrewnan in a. flight to some a plane that came adrift :

on the Hangar deck and crashed into the bulkhead before it was finally see-

ured. The chip received no important damage. and commenced flight operational
as soon as the weather abated. Several other carriers received severe damage

to aircraft equipment erd ship's structure. The Task Group became scattered

during the typhoon due to interference by another Task Group and limited

steering control. The TAYIDR was the only one of her own Destroyer Esoorte

who remined with the ANZIO, although the KELLER and MITCHELL re—Joined in the

evening. The WEBER and NAWIAN were both diameted. but had the satisfacté

ion of rescuing numerous survivors of the Destroyer HULL end SPENGE who went

down in that storm. Neither of the oripled 133's rejoined. their sisters until
several weeks later. after reyairs had been completed at Pearl Harbor. The

ANZIO. with the TAYIDB, KELLER and MITCHELL. was assigned the duty of search-

ing for further survivors of the HULL and sumo); and on December 21 the 1mm
picked up four men from the HULL on e liferaft. There were no further incide-

nts in the operating arse. other than several reports of Bogies; on the 22nd

Task Group 30.”? headed for Ulithi and arrived there on Christine morning.

December 25, 1944.

The Task Group was Joined by the Destroyer KALK and. continued its anti-H

submarine warfare in support of the crucial Lingayen Gulf landings on Luzon.
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Dopartinp Blithi on the, 29th of DegomPer after replenishment, the group

roturged to their routine of (la: an; night hopst false contests! eng oo-

casiogal Bodes. Sweeps were continuedflfor a month off Luzon cod 1!! the

fueyng omen before the “"210 9nd company returned to Ulithi, once more

EALyinE Anti-Submarine Patrol 1_n the area. of Ulithi for three days, enter-

ing. on hungry 28, 191.5. Darin»? thefitwo previous operations, many of the

pilots gemopstgatefil lack of an!” agent {getting and causodjamape to air-
craft in lending abo'u'dhbut fortunately no injury to personnel occurred.

Lssimed too desimation Task ynit 50.7.1! the M210; KELLER and_MI'1‘GH§IL

gopartedmoo February End for miwetok, conducting: extensive training in
nirht leoéings technique enronte, which had a. merged affect in the further

qoolity and success of flight operations after sunset. Anchoring in Entwotok

on the 6th and sailing the next clay, the {mu-Submarine fiarfare p’roup pgo-

vided air cmegage for Task Group 51.12 and 51.11, Amphibious Groups, on-

poute to Saipnn, whence the latter two proups proceeded to Iwo Wine for the

next U.S. Amphibious assault.
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CHAPTER VIII

IWO JIMA

Reaching the vicinity of 5a van on February 11, 1945 the ANZIO group cont-

inued their sweeps until the 13th when they were assigned to Task Unit 52.2.2,

composed of the LUNGA POINT, MAXIN 18mm}, BISMARCK SEA.,.A1'IZIO' and. Escorts sail—

in; for Iwo Jim on St. Valentine’s day. Arriving off the tiny island on the

16th, the ANZIO got a taste of her old. fighting tactics once again when she

flew strikes and provided combat Air Patrol. and in addition maintained night

target anti-submarine patrol under control of Gonnander Air Support Control

Unit. The new group separated from the larger Task Unit during the night.

and operated independently, providing target ASP. and. rejoining for day oper—

ations. 0n the 19th the ANZIO sent a strike to Ghichi Jim in the Bonins to

the north. Frequent G.Q,.'s, "Flash Reds“, and 30315 reports roused an excit-

ment on board not experienced since the Marianas Campaign. The new Japanese

weapon. the Suicide attack, called for increased aggressiveness, better mark-—

mnship by planes and ship's gunners since a. suicider not shot down was almost

certain to score a hit. The ANZIfo group frequently operated at night within

sight of the gunfire and flares of the objective.
Enemw aircraft pressed down an attack about sunset on the let of February.

At the time the MIZIO was cruising in formation with Task Unit 52.2.2 and 52.2.

3 but preparing to separate for the night to conduct' the usual target anti-

submrine patrol. Bogies first appeared on the screen at 1707 at which time

the 0.1.0. (GOMTASKUNIT 52.2.3) ordered general qmrters and an air defense

formation. At 1825 Bogies were again reported and at 1849 the group was attacked

by five Jap planes which approached low over the water from the starboard bow.

On the horizon could be seen the glow from the SARATfiGA action. That vessel

shot down several planes and had sustained several hits by Suicide Planes. ‘Dae

LUTIGA POINT and BISMARCK SEA bore the brunt of the attack upon the CVE's under
-33»



fire from the fermion, one of the planes crashed into the sea near the

LUNG» POINT and another near the BISMARCK SEA. 5 third riebdieted off, the

LUNGA POINT's flightdeck and set fire to planes on deck, then plunging into

the sea to port: the fire was Quickly brovght under control and the ship

continued to renewal- with the disposition. A fourth plane dove into the

BISMARCK SEA aft with a immediate explosion followed by fire and, in a few

minutes. by more violent explosions. The striken vessel was unable to keep

her station in formation and. at 2018, turned over on her oide and sank.

About 700 survisors were rescued by escortingyessels ~ A much happier record

than thatof the LISGOME BAY. the last GVE sunk alongside the veteran AbTZIO.

A fifth Jap plane. about 69 feet above the water, 'bore down on the ANZIO but

turned away under heavy AHA fire. Ihe plane was seen by one observer to 8b]

plode in the air some 1500 yards on the port been while under fire from the

JOHN 0. 3mm (mess).
The planes as observed from theA'e'ZIO were apparently suicide planes, as

no attempt to streff or to launch bombs or torpedoes was seen. After a short

breathing spell, further Bones appeared on the Radar screen and between 1918

and 1946 the disposition opened fire momentarily on unidentified. planes, path-

eps friendly. for they immediately turned away. There were no further attacks

upon the surface ships that night and the ANZIO came through Watched. '32.

With the screen clear, she we- detached with the TABBEBER a half—hour later

and carried out her accustomed mission of night 41.5.39. during the hours of

darlmees. having been at general quarters to: four hours and 40 minutes.

Another near-two-hour G.Q. occurred the evening or the 33rd when four

groups of unidentified planes approached the lane formation. While the dis-

position twisted evasively in emergency turns. the bogies circled, apparently,



Wat a safe distance. At 1936 a single-engined fighter came in from astern

toward the ANZIO. the aftermst carrier in the formation. the destroyer

EAGLE! on the port beam and. DE MELVIN 3mm on the pert quarter opened

fire. The plane turned, however, at about 2.00. yaras and moved out of range

apparently having inflected and received no damage.

Not long after this, ANZIO planes mde attacks on Jap submarines on

two successive dates, the 26th and. 27th of February. The first use mde

by Lieutenant(jg) W.J. Wilson, USER, (hiring routine night 'LA-SJ‘. 0n

patrol, Wilson was vectored. to the assistance of the destroyers BEELHON

and. NEWCOMZB who were working a contact in that sector. Flown within ten

miles of the estimated point of the underwater contact. his search was un—

successful for 80 minutes. Then. at 0220, he made a radar contact and al-

mst immediately sighted. a large l-class submarine — at a distance of about

three miles. Kaneuvering into a favorable greition. he attacked. but it was

not until he was relieved at 0300 that enlarging oil slicks were sighted near

the position of contact. All indications were of a successful kill.
The following night lieutenant (.15) FM. Fay. USNR, was flying his re-

gular patrol under control of C‘omnder, Air Support Control Unit, when he

made a radar contact and. at 0308, saw a submarine crash-dire Just 25 miles

offshore. No successful attack was practicable at that moment, but vigilance

was rewarded. when. a half—hour later. the submarine resurfaced and Fay made a

an attack under favorable circumstances. Oil began to appear on the spot

shortly afterwards. and. this attack was officially assessed "B" — probably

sunk.

One of the ANZIO'S primary duties at I’IIO JIMA was night anti—submarine

patrol. Flying six sectors (with 14 VT's available) during actual darkness.
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she made a practice of launching her first flight Just before sunset and
landing her last Just after dawn. This schedule was maintained from 15
February throw 4 March except for one nig'xt when the ship was outside
the objective area and another when the flight was secured by C.A.S.C.U.
because the weather was too bad for successful operations. Only on four
other occasions were flights recalled or cancelled for bad weather. and only
on three flights was anything less than the full complement of planes launch;-
ed. Men on the few incidents when mechanical failure lowered the number
of planes in the air. five of the six sectors were successfully covered.
During these operations ANZIO completed 106 sorties with 657.5 hours of
night flight.

In addition to her routine night flying, the ANZIO's planes inflicted
severe damage on land targets. flyixg 98 direct support ssrties (70 by
fighters and as by VT's), her fighters also linking « sorties as T.G.A.P.
additionally, 103 sortie: of anti-csub patrol and 124 of combat air patrol
over the CVE group were flown.. Despite these long hours in the sin. plane
losses were held to an enviable minimum. Not a single launching or landing
accident occurred at night. One pilot and tighter were lost in combat and
one avenger operationally. All other damage in planes was repaired aboard
by her skillful mechanics. In this performance zany commendatory messages
were received. Oomndes- Task Unit 52.2.3 flashed to Contender Task Unit
50.7.1: "To you and the ships in your Task Unit -- You have collectively
performed the finest carrier operation it has yet been my pleasure to ob—

serve. In this nw heartfelt appreciation. Good luck. God speed." This
message boosted the spirits of all hnds and. was immenser appreciated by
every officer and nan on board. On the 7th of March, the ANZIO departed the
Iwo J1me. area in company with DALY(DD519) for Leyte Gulf in the Philippines,
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murmur.
In San Pedro lay of! Loyte on March 12 the £112.16 anchored for her

first time in Philippine wateru. Her crew was provided with long-await—

ed recreation at 5 Fleet Center on Sent Inland, officers at San Antonio.

and the capital of Leyte itaelf, the city or Tacloben. There had been

some extremely limited liberty facilitioe at Ulithi which permitted om-

fourth of the crew to so aehre. “out of the ANZIO‘S men had not been
I

ashore since the departure from Pearl Harbor five months before. in the

14th Composite Squadron 52 was relieved by 70—15. honored veteram or. a

year's LSJI. operations in the North and South Atlantic.
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CHAPTER II
OHNA‘JA

On the 19th of March the ANZIO stead into Leyte Gulf to conduct re—

fresher landing operations for her new scum-Iron , and. returned to her aha

chorage that night. On March 21st she formed Task Unit 51.1.2 with the

move 15mm: ms ewe mum: and Escorts and departed Leyte for the

Ryulq'u Islands. This unit provided air cover for the amphibious group TG 51.1

enroute to Okinawa. 311 March 26, forming with Task Group 52.1 in the vicin-

ity of the Ry-ukyus, the ANZIH flew day and nigit anti—submarine patrols and

provided air support covering the amphibious assualt' on Karma Bette. pro-

lininary to the assault on nearby Okinawa. Continuing operations with

other ships during the day. on alternate nights she and her 1111': cruised

independently providing target 11.3.?” and were, in addition. frequently

assigned some area to investigate where a sub contact had been reported.

During the Easter-Jay landing on April 1 on Blunaua itself, and thereafter

the «slum flew direct support missions,,and also investigated several re-
ported sub contacts. Enemy suicide attacks in the vicinity of Okinawa

steadily increased in frequency and intensity, although never coming with-

in gun range of the ANZIO. 0n april 6th a group of ANZIO planes, assigned

a direct support mission. were vectored to the assistance of the destroyer
GDLEOUN under heavy air attack. In aggressive defense of that ship and

others they shot out of the air four Jep Vale and. three Zekes, reported two

Vale as probably-and chalked up one Val as "assist".
On April 9th the ANZIO entered Karena Retto for replenishment, depart-

ing again before sunset and a matter of minutes before a. Japanese aerial
attack upon that anchorage. The daily, and more frequent "flash red" of

near ~closing bogies, the sinking of U.S. ships in the ares. of holocaustic

attacks upon carriers and transports and other auxiliaries. with especial}!

avid attention being directed or. screening vessels. all tended to keep the

mp1s Company on the alert and determined not to be caught short.
13' 7-? if, i,
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On April 16th, as the WHO LS?! Group had just completed incline, a horde

showed on the m'ZIO's radar screen. Her 0.1..1". wore swiftly vectored to in-

tercept. The bog-‘10 srlit and a section of @210 firhters were sent after each.

One two plane section sirhted and identified too enemy planes. One of the

latter jittiaonod his bomb-lead or wine tank and streaked away, but the other

a Zeke was splashed by the two ANZIO firrhtors. The other "1;: planes turned and

escaped before contact could be r‘n’le. It was unfortunate that the Jup flames

had speed advantage over the INZIO I'll-2 firhters. The WHO continued both

hunter-killer operations and numerous direct mpport missions for the hard-

battling forces on, Okinawa, and on occasion for troops on Io Shims. and other

nearby islands. On the 25th a Jap sub had been siphtod by one of D'ZIO's planes,

and several attacks were made by planes and DE's, but without conclusive evidence

of dannoo to the sub. Roonirs to LWZIO'S rudder benrinp were urrently needed,

and tho [J'ZIO was ordered to Ulithi. The A“ZIO arrived at Ulithi on April 30th,

fueled and provision-3d effected the necessary repairs, took aboard nine TEA-351's

in exchanro for TEE-10's painted out her many-striped camoufler-e with Navy pray,

and departed for th; Ryulqms arein on May 18th. Three days later she resumed

I-..S.T.'._ operations in the Okinawa area, as usual with herflfivo DE's as Task Group

50.7 and continued +hus until May 2'7 when IJ'ZIO'S part in the Okinawa campaipn

trTwaineted .
The INZIO's two functions durinpr the Okinawa operation mare that of c supper

carrier, and 1..S.'.7. duties, In her support phase of the (impair'n she flow 22

sex-ties and 11/. hours of nirht T.L.S.P. The nirht flirhts were not without

"root difficulty under these particular circumstances, however, since the enemy

was making frequent raids in the area of the objective and the prescribed

searches carried id'ZIO planes over friendly batteries. Her planes were not in-

frequently under 1”. fire and, in fact, two of them,' and crews, failed to return
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from missions. In shipping lanes southeast of Okinawa she flow 342 sortios
accumulating over 1500 hours or flight time, with 1.05 hours of them in darkness.
Thru all types of weather, she launched and leased '73 sortios at nirvht without

a. single barrier crash, damage or incident of any kind.
On r‘irect support missions, the [N210 flow 250 sortios, the majority or

which resulted in land target strikes. Ground targets were, for the most part,
so well camouflaged. that it was impossible. to assess accurately the damage from

the air. The new favorable comments volunteered by the air coordinators in
rorani to the ship's mph“, hog'mor, were testimony to the fact that the
strzu’ine was accurate. rockets and bombs well planed in target areas and that
extensive damage was sustained by the enemy apro‘md. .‘NZIO rlsnes took a tell
of surface craft iwcludinr 29 suicide boats, 20 landinrv craft and one SOD-tanner.

A message from CGRTASKUV‘IT 527.1.1. to ships of his unit stated: "You have‘

been congratulated by :those in authority for your work in the. current operations.
Your spirited :‘s-trfornrmce of fluty and devotion have been superb. I worked yxfith

the hip fellows and this outfit can hold its head up to any of them." insin,
a r'iispetoh from COHTISIG‘ORCE 51 to the Task Group 52.1, said: “We can't’ tell
you how muchuwc regard the performances of the CVE's and their pilots in this
as 11011 as in :revious operations. You. not only do your usual difficult support

tasks without complaint but also take on important offensive missions with

carorness and success. Well done."
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0n the 25th of May. the task group designation was changed to 30.7. The

group was then cruising southeast of Okinem on LBJ. duty and was given an

new assignment sweeping a. dcsigaeted area under direct control of the con-

mender of the Third Pleat. The new Job started off propitiously with e

submarine kill on May 31. About OM30 that morning, Lieutenant (.15) S. L.

Steven. USNR. picked up a radar blip while on the last leg of a. tive-and-e-

half hour so . Alerting the task group, from which the INZIO immediately

deepetched two planes, he manoeuvered into Position and sighted a. fully sur-
faced 1~161 class nip su‘b cruising along at about 12 knots. The craft submerged

‘es he sttacked, but the relief planes spottr‘i an oil slick over the spot a

half-hour later. which continued to increase in size until it was about 300

yards wide and u.ooo yards long. DB's arriving soon afterward commenced a

search. but it was quickly obvious that the only assistance needed was the

picking up of debris which float ad to the surface. Deck planking. a report
form printed. in Japanese, cork, and Nip light bulbs were retrieved as evidence

of the cinking. Redioed Admiral Halsey: "A rousing well done to you and your

gang for pulling the plug on that Nip for the last time".
Day and night. then, the “1210 went on with her never-ending flight

schedules. From 23 May to 15 June she lad planes in the air every minute of

the day. round—the-clock. with but three momentary breaks — once for bad
weather and twice for fueling.

While proceeding with these routine operations (Generally southeast of

Okinawa.) ANZIO vac ordered. to conduct deception radio traffic - the trans-
niseion of messages skillfully designed to give the appearance of those sent
out by Admiral Helsey's own flagship. Taking aboard a radiomen from ComThird
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Fleet's flag complerw F for the purpose of more eti‘ective deception - enemy

monitors readily recognize one operator‘s style from another - she started
her deception traffic at the very time (June 11) when the mending can]:

force 38. presently engaged in strikes on Honshu. headed south for replen-

ishment. maintaining strict radio silence on route. The ohJect was to give

the impression to enemy radio monitors and traffic analysts that the powerful

task force was still operating in the vicinity. Thus the little #151210 was

left as bait for the enemy aircraft based on nearby Kyushu. inviting attack
either if her deception was successful or if it was discovered. Her crew has

ever since insisted that theirs was the only ship to relieve the entire task

force 38.

On the date of commencing the actual deception radio traffic, the ANZIO

ruptured her aviation gas tanks while receiving aviation gasoline. During

the rest of the day her voids, cofferdam and tanks had to be educted of

Aviation Gas. Small leaks later proved tobe more serious than first sue-
peoted. and eduction of Avges continued every day. However. flight operations

were continued until the next fueling. When the ANZIO went alongside a
tanker on the 17th to fuel, she was unable to receive any gasoline, so the

completed that day‘ her deception traffic, and the task group set course for

Leyte,

On arrival in Leyte on June 20th. ANZIO proceeded with replentishment,
the repair of her gasoline tanks, and various other needed repairs in

preparation for the next operatic: .
.The ANZIO departed San Pedro Bay the morning of July 6 with her escorts

we Task Group 30.6. The Group heeded for a rendezvous about 600 miles due east

of Tokyo. and there resumed anti-submarine sweeps in the vicinity of Task Force

58's replenishment force lying off to service Admiral Halsey's mighty naval

torch on its spectacular I'Month of fire" raids on the Japanese home islands.
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0n the 10th of July the Commander of the THIRD Fleet commenced his attacks on
Honshu, swinging North to Hokkaido for his next swooping foray, while the MTZIO

continued anti-submarine warfare in empire waters last of Honshu. Once again
the ANZIO had a round with a Nip sub. At 0'74? the morning of July 16, Lieuten—
ant (jg) VLM. McLane, USHER, on a. regulhr TBM sweep sighted e submrine. He

attacked at once and demged it so that when it dived it left a trail of oil.
The Al-TZIO dispatched the TAYLOR and KELLER to the scene and followed with
remaining two escorts. A relief avenger, piloted by Lieutenant R.J. Nelson,
USNR. tracked the leaking sub in its oil slick and. node a new attack at 1000,
apparently inflicting further damage to the wounded craft. Just before noon.
the ThYIoR made a sound contact at a position in the slick indicated by Nelson
and made a third and final attack. which was followed by several small and
two violent underwater explosions. Admiral Halsey promptly praised: "Violent
explosions escalating from Nip subs are music to all ears. Well done." Debris
recovered included deck planking, cork, candles, Japanese personal letters and
Jap paper money. The kill was sebsequently officially awarded a "B" assessment -
Probably sunk.

During the remainder of the Month MIZIc continued her daihv round—thewlock
anti—sub offensive, variously operating before fueling areas east and south of
Tokyo. usually within 500 miles of Honehu. Her clOsest approach to the Jap-
anese mainland was 341 miles from Honshu -- the closest approach of any combat
GV'E to Tokyo prior to the surrender. Although the M210 had been prepared for
protracted operations it had been expected that the THIRD Fleet raids, and
consequent logistic support, would be completed at the end of the first week
in August. However, for the first time in her career. world events were to
crowd in on the AHZIO and change her orders time and again to keep her at sea
for 4? continuous days. The dilivery of the Botsdau Ultimatum on the 26th of
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July the unexpected entry of Russia into the war and the unbelievably advent of
the Atomic Bomb were neWs items of great interest to all. Then, Just before
midnight on the 10th of August, a rumor was received on board the ANZIF that
shook her as it did every ship in the fleet — Japan was ready to surrenderi

All thru the night and morning in the .‘sNZIO's radio shack, as everywhere
else in the world where there were radio receivers, a nervous watch Was kept
waiting for the development of the rumor. For five long nerve-wrecking days
vigilence was maintained. Then, at two minutes past 0800 on the morning of
August 15, 1945, just as the ANZIO'S crew was moving topside for quarters for
muster andphysical drill, the word flashed. in across the air waves. "President
Truman announced Japanese have accepted Allied counter proposal on the surrender
terms without qualification!" The announcement was made to all hands a few
minutes later from the bridge, then were secured from quarters and celebration
was spontaneous. The flight deck in the next few moments became a veritable
mardigras of odd costumes and hysterical antics, one crewman masquerading as a
Japanese war criminal. others "hanging" him from the island in mock gravity:
The "EXTRA" edition of the ship's press news was promptly destributed so all
could read the welcome words about peace. Two hours later the ANZIO received
a dispatch fror~ Admiral Nimitz which included the order to cease all offensive
operations against Japanese forces.

Night flight operations were discontinued, however daylight defensive
searches. were made. It was not until the 19th that orders were to proceed to
Guam for a‘ relief squadron. Arriving there the morning of August 22, the ANZIO'S
Task. Group was dissolved upon entering Apra Harbor and reported to the
Commander of the THIRD Amphibious Force for duty. Availability for machinery
repairs was granted. That night her crew read with disappointment press dispatc—
hes which named a. great force of men-o-war and. auxiliaries which were slated to
enter Tokyo harbor with Admiral Heleey's occupation force. The ”210': crew had
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been extremely proud of the fact that LNZIO had been the only escort carrier

offensively to engage the enemy during his final forays in July and. all hands
had. cherished the thong“: that they would. have the distinction of entering
Tokyo bay with Admiral Halsey's striking force. Even the hope of quick return

to the States gave way to the realization that there was still work to be done

as VG-ls left the shit relieved by new Composite Squadron 66.

The AHZIO on August 29. sailed from Gums and conducted refresher flight
operations for her new pilots. and the next day reformed her old. unit with

CortDiv 72 (less the IERAY WILSON. as usual), and directing their course for
Okinawa to participate in the occupation of Korea. On 2 September ANZIO had

logged 156,518 miles two years after commissioning.
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GONEIDENTIAL OCCUPATION OF KOREA

The ANZIO on August 29, sailed from Guam and conducted refresher flight
operations for her new pilots, and the next day reformed her old unit, later
designated task group 78.3, with GortDiv 72 (less the LERAY WILSON, as usual),
and directing their course for Okinawa. After encountering heavy seas and

high winds on route, the group entered Buckner Bay on September 3, reporting
to the commander of the Seventh Amphibious Force for duty. 0n the 5th. the

ANZIO stood out of the anchorage to provide air cover and anti~submarine

patrol for the last time. Under GomTransRon 17 she provided air cover for
occupation forces during sortie from Okinawa and en route to Korea. Numerous

Jap nines were sighted and destroyed in the China Sea and Yellow Sea by the

task group. The disposition passed through a swept channel in a Jap mine~

field in the vicinity of Kokuzan To. The transports proceeded to Jinsen
(Inehon) , while task group 78.} continued. on to an assigned operating area
west of Korea. The ANZIO then provided air support for the landings= including
A.S.P. and C.A.P. for the convoy entering the harbor. In the shallow Yellow

sea her crew remarked the unusual color of the water, especially while in
proximity to the mouth of the Yangtze River, which actually approached its
name in hue. taking on a brazen cast and revealing its lack of depth in
local discolorations at various points. On September 9, the ANZIO while

fueling, cruised close enough to the China. mainland to see the Shantung

Peninsula. 0n the tenth, the support mission was completed, and task group

78.3 was dissolved, although the escorting vessels remained with this former

command until the following morning.

The ANZIO entered Jinsen Harbor the mornim of September 11. At noon.

she dispatched her first "on the spot" radio press release as follows: "Jinsen,
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Korea. Sept. 11. First American carrier to anchor in Korean waters, USS

ANZIO, at noon today anchored in Yellow See. port Jinsen. Mutual eurosity
expressed by U. S. BlueJackets who had never seen oriental sailing vessels
before and by Korean sailors getting first look at aircraft carrier. Escort
carrier ANZIO accompanied Seventh Fleet as 'Just in case' air cover for
American occupation landings. ANZIO had been first American carrier to anchor
in Japanese waters (in Kwajelein Lagoon in February EMU." orders were then
received to lift personnel from the Jinsen area for the U.S.A. , and the MTZIOTS

crew rejoiced in the best word they had received since the end of the war -
stateside-bound! on the 13th, the ANZIO, with officers and enlisted personnel
billeted as passengers on her hangar deck, sortied from Jim on escorted by
the APD BALDUGK and the DE ROLF._ The next day the ROLF was detached and ANZIO

and BALDUGK continued as task unit 78.1.2.5 en route to Okinawa.
To men who had known the see only during wartime, the mJority of them

never having seen the peacetime Navy, the luxury of steaming with ports and.

sponson doors wide open at night, a civilized waking in the mornings at the
lazy hour of 0600. the pleasant tones of the bugle again heralding taps. the
delightful ventilation where once dogged ports and hatches had made compartments

at nighttime stuffy and oppressive - all these left them dazed until the final
realization of peace gradually came over them and left them tired, relaxed
and relieved in a way none had known since December 7. 19141, almost four years
before. Already the comfortable neatness and efficiency of a ship at peace
became evident: despite the addition of LLOO passengers, meals were served with
greater speed then ever and with Just as high quality. And finally, on
September 23. that crowning comfort of all — the disgarding of the omnipresent
weight of lifebelts, helmets and gasmak's - left a warm sense of well—being
throughbut the whole ship. ’
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The ANZIO anchored in Hagushi wen near Naha, the capital of Okinawa,

on September 15, dismissing herescart and preparing to fuel and embark more

passengers. But the following day a typhoon to the southward was threatening
to pass close to the island, and the execution of the typhoon plan for retire—

ment westward was ordered accordingly. The ANZIO reported for sortie to the

light cruiser ST. LOUIS and sailed westward from Okinawa in heavy weather.

During the 16th and 17th as the typhoon passed Okinawa, the ANZIO rolled and

pitched in high seas, but her crew nonchalantly lashed all gear securely and

paid the weather little heed; since the December typhoon in the Philippines
Sea they hadn't considered anything under 25 degrees a real roll. 0n the 18th,

with the typhoon well clear to the northward, the AEZIO stood into Buckner

Bay, anchored and refueledo She then received additional passengers and, on

September 19. 19u5, got underway as task unit 16L12.2 with an SZK-foot

honeward—bound pennant streamed, her course set for Pearl Harbor. The Journey

was uneventful, and the ANZIO arrived at Pearl Harbor on September 30th,
having logged 163,600 miles since she first put to see two years and 6 days

before.
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SUMMARY OF DAMAGE INFLICTED ON ENEMY

THE GILBERT ISIANDS

land Targets:

TEE MARS’IALL ISIANDS

Land Target 3:

THE 31 51mm: ARCHIPELIGO

Enemy planes by iti‘iZIO airoraft:
HOLLALEDIA AITAPE. mw GUINEA

'

land Targets:

THE mums
Shipging:

Land. Targets:

Enemy planes by ANZIO ML:

Enemy planes by ALJZIO aircraft:

"YZE OPERATIOLES

Submarines:

I'JO JIMA

153ml Targets:

Enemy troop concentrations, gun emplace-

ment: and shore installations.

Enemy troop concentrations. gun anyplace.-

menta and shore installations.

1 Jap Betty shot down

Enemy troop concentrations, gun emplace—

ments and shore installations.

Sank 10 landing barges.
Enemy troop concentrations. gun empiace—

meats and shore installations.
8 shot down

10 shot down plus 8 probable: plus
8 destroyed on the ground.

1 sunk (Class "B" assessment)

Command Posts, caves. airfields, p111 boxes

gun positions, troop concentrations. vill-
ages, trench and. block houses.
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Enemy planes grounded:

Shipping:

Submarines:

91:11am

land. Targets:

Snow planes grounded:

u r

2 destroyed, 5 damaged

Damaged; 12 521311 craft of 500 ton.

1 sunk (Class “3" assessment)

1 damaged (Class "C" assessment)

Warehouses. mills, factories. dwellings.
radar and radio installations. ammunition .

dumps, tanks, observation posts, miscel— >

lanaous buildings and entire villages,

troop concentrations and concaaled. positions.

2 destroyed. .

Enemy planes by ANZIO aircraftza shot down plus 3 probables.

Submarines:

STRIKE 0N JAPANESE HOEELAND

Submarines:

1 atiaéked but insufficient evidence of

damage.

Probably sunk; 5 suicide boats and

1-500 ton small craft.
Damaged 24 suicide boats.
.

2 sunk (2 class “B" assessments)

TOML DM-MGE TO TARGETS

Aircraft:
By ANZIO planes:

By mmo AA:

DESTROYED PROBABIES
Airborne 19 11

Grounda d 12 8

_._§_..
Total 39 ’ 19

—47..
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311 data on the ship's movements and tank unit, group, and force designat-

ions hava been taken firm: the ship's official records: log, :2: diary, and

action reports. 'dc‘itional references follm'r.

Pare 1. Hate of launching from James C. Fahoy, “The Ships and Aircraft of

the U.S.‘:‘1eet." (Len York 1944).

Page 29. Dispatch 19131.0 from Com'hird Fleet to Commander Task Group 30.7,

19 Lovmnber, 191.4.

Page 2‘). Dispatch 210554 from 01110230 to Commander Task Croup 30.7, 21 tav-

enber, 1941..

Page 35. Pismtch 231957 from (>th to CinCPao Rear, 23 June, 1945.

Page 36. Dispatch 070753 from Commander Task Unit 52.2.3 to Commander Task

Unit. 50.7.1, 7 Larch, 191.5.

Page 4.0. Fispatch 09041.7 from Commxxlor Task Unit 52.1.1 to TU 52.1.1,

9 April, 1945-

?ago 40. Dispatch 15054.0 from Commander Task Force 51 to Commander Task

Group 52.1, 19 April, 1945.

Page 41. Dispatch 311402 from Confirm Fleet to Commnder Task Group 30.6,

31 lag, 1945.
>

\

Page 1.3. fiispatch 170051 from CmT‘flSZD Fleet to Commander Task Group 30.6,

1’7 July, 1945.
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Page 36.. Biepotch 040550 of 4 .Zarc‘n 194.5 from Comondcr Task Force 51 to

‘age 26.

Fayre 36.

Page 36.

Pure 39.

Page 1+1.

into L3.

Cozrvnauder Task Unit. 52.2 near conclusion of 1:0 operation: “Reduce

nir‘nt ASP as required to prevent dangerous pilot fatigue. not 6011- -

sirlcr that Enzio pilots deserve well done for their difficult night
missions during adverse weather".

Eiapatch 040800, I. Liaro'n 194.5 from Commander Task Unit 52.2.3 to

53.le quotes above dispatch and "zoo: odds his well done xx".

Diepatch 050339, 5 "arch 194.5 from Comer Task Group 52.2 to

inzio: "GTE 52.2 adds another hell Dono' to the excellent skill
and fortitude displayed by 911210 night flyers during present arduous

oporations"_.

E‘ispatch 050519, 5 7 arch, 1945 from Continent-For to all carriers of
TC- 52.2, CTU 52.2.1, CTU 52.2.3, "The spirit of cooperation by all
CVEs so tanglbly mzdfeotod in public relations fields most gratify-

ing. Results already becoming evident in return clippings from States.

Keep up good work“.

Dismtch 092115, 9 Egan-£1 1945 from Corsandsr Task Unit. 5.2.1.1 to

£3210, "Reg. Capt. "ontromcry. Considering lateness of infomation

given you your morning: operation was smartly executed, well done"-

Y‘ispatch 022211, 2 Juno 1945 from Cb'lmander Task Group 30.8 to Com-

mander Task Group 30.6 in regard to sub kill on 31 Joy 1945, "Con-

matulationa oh the haul of monkey neat. Keep up the good work".

Dispatch from cm 30.8 to ANZIO in repam to sub 3:111 on 16 July

1945, ”Contretulntions and well done to you and your sang for pet.-

ting: a Jap sub".
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l‘agc 45. First endorsement by ComThirdFloet on Action Elegwrt of USS ARZIO

and Task Group 30.6 Operation, 28 flay - x1 July 194.5. Sorinl 00282

26 hamlet 1945, "xxx Excellent attacks as described in this report

are a result of a well trained unit. The Commanding Officer, USS

11217.10 is to be congratulated for maintaining such a high degree of

training during long m tedious patrols“.
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flex-bar“; .utaon Taylor, Jr. was born on 13 August .1897. His bcyhood home was

in at! Jersey, and his father was a“ember of COEfiI‘DSS from that state. The

son entered tin Laval Acadezv in 1917 and experienced some sea-duty during

term .ar I. To completed flight training at LIL-2' Pensacola, and had deep in.
tarests in the aviation brandx. For instance he experimented in land-lug ab-

oard 12m 1113 RITCEE\Tti‘b'l a list on the ship up to seven deg-mes. Like umw

others of “Li-10 original U33 CORAL 33 officers, he served aboard the run-cm,

and was at one time her :.a:v1gator.- 1'11 asl-Ling'bon he :ya-s assigned to the P21

or‘mphic hivisiou, :Iuraau of AIcx'onau’cics..

Captain Taylor's d:ta of rank is 20 June, 1942. He became the first Com-
manding Officer of the CORE; 3 HI, after to had served. several months in the

pre-éomiasioning detail at vatoria, (reg-gen. Officers and men had mostly nav-

cr been to sea before, and the primmr responsibility of their training rest-
ed on Captain Taylor. One of his favorite (and necessary) admonitions was;

"Don't dope off". }.0 led the 311.'p t‘rrourh t1c Cilbcrts, Jarshaus, ”Bismark

irclzipclaso, and Hollendia-fiitapo operationa, and was detached on 14 Hay, 1941+

and became Cot: Handing Cfl‘iccf of flew-.935 (C‘I'L 25).
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"eul eslcy ntson was born on 20 Auruat 1902 and graduated from #10 iiavnl

readomy with the Class of 1926. He completed flight training at HAS Pensacola

i‘lorida, and later SCI‘VGC aboard the US.255 P~LC".4. {is was the first Ehmcutive
Officer of the U33 CO’LI.L 3‘1’», and on 14 Eat, 19M, relieved Captain Taylor as

Cm 1amdinj~ Officer. Eie was shortly thereafter promoted to the rank of Captain.

this ner: assignment to mainly continued to carry out the previous: policies,
"r‘wic‘: he hat” ulrear‘y carried out :13 l'mcutive Officer and had had a share in

fomxlatirr. Captain atson was in command of the CORAL E; 'J-. during the ..:ar-

imtas operation, while the 53:11) was several times under energy- air attack,
and 31:: also :as Commanding: Officer of the ALZIO and has}: gar-cup cmmndcr

when t7_c 3'5ch [.3 "roups :nk its. first. Jap sub. Xe was relieved on 4, Decom-

‘oer I‘M-l: by Captain’4. ‘. '.ontgo.9:7, 331. .
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George Cannon Montgomery was born on 4- ]‘ebruary 1900 in Warrior Alabama.

and attended high school in Blountsville. Alabam. After preparing at Marion

Institute he entered the Naval Academy and graduated in 1924. His first reg-
ular duty assignment was on board the IMHO where he served for a year, fol-
lowed by four years of destroyer duty. He received his flight training at ms

Pensacola and then served three years with vs 9 aboard. the USS PENSACOIA. aft-
or which he returned. to MS Pensacola for two years duty as instructor. The

next two years he served with V? 3 followed by a year's duty as senior aviator

of the nmmm. After attending the Naval H's: College and a tour at MS Ans

acostia, 13.6., he commanded VS 42 on the RANGER. During World War II he was

Commanding Officer of the USS HUMBOLDI. primarily engaged in supporting pat-
rol squadrons operating against enenw submarines off the Brazilian Coast.

and skipper at HAS Chicago (Glenview) before taking command of the ANZIO

and her cnti—submine task group on 4 December 1944.

Crptain Montgomery inaugurated many new policies aboard the M210. Not-

ably be delegated more responsibility than did his predecessors. Be care-

fully trained his subordinates in discharging these responsibilities. point-
ing out the "reasons why" concerning instructions to inexperienced officers.
Herd twining to develop the correct technique in night flight operations
was initiated. his practice bore fruit in the Philippines, Iwo Jinn, and Ok-

inawa operations, and during the II'hird Fleet Strikes on Japan. While he was

Commding Officer. the ANZIO participated in many supporting missions

against the enemy. attached squadrons knocked down ten Jap planes. and the

ASW Group sank three Jap subs and damaged another.

In his address to the crew {Won assuming commnd of the ANZIO he told them

how proud he was to command a ship with such a fine war record. After V-J Day

he expressed his admiration to all hands for their unexoelled fighting spirit.
devotion to duty, and enviable war record.

_3:_
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PHOTOGRAPHS

It will be noted that action photog‘aphs are missing from the enclosed set;

all action photoyaphs with negatives have been forwarded to Bureau of Acre-

nautics, Photographic Section, and are on file there.

Appropriate action photographs illultreting the activity of the ANZIO are

as follows:
CSLS #93 20 November 1943— Makin—Ianding operations after bombardment by air—

craft and. ships, including CORAL SEA aircraft.
CRLS #95 20 November lMWin—hnding craft proceeding to objective under

protection of air group.

CRLS #100 20 November lSéS—Makinrflmerous fires have been started. by bombing

and bombardment.

CRLS #103 20 November lQéS—lhkin—erpply dumps and pill boxes being worked. over

by CORAL SEA air group.

CRLS #154 26 January lgthea—Destroyer receives fuel from OWL-5'7.

CRIS #163 1 February 1944—Kwajalein lanai-Amphibious force moves toward. flam-

ing beach after bombing by air groups and. by ships. including CORAL

SEA planes.
l

GRLS #176 3 February 1944—Kwaja1e1n Island-lending operations in full swing.

CELLS #188 14 February 1944_Manus Island—«Devastation to installations from

air and surface attacks.
A

“11.8 #236 6 April 1944~Ward Room-Commemorating "First Jap plane shot down"

by WIS—33 — a cake is presented to pilots and fighter director who

assisted in " splashing Jap Betty".

OILS #241 10 April 1944—Emiram3uilding an American air field. after driving

Japs out. CORAL SEA provided air support.

-L-
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CRLS #261

GRLS #265

GRLS #516

031.8 #417

CRLS #321

CRLS #4325

CRIS 77652

CFLS #656

CRLS #1381

ens +420

OILS #422

CELS #425
A

23. April l944-NewGuinea—Pook marked. Jap air strip at Aitepe after
heavy bombing by air groups, CORAL SEA group participating.
28 April 1944-.NewG\1ioee~Bomb and shell craters on air strip at
Aitape.
17 June 1944—0ff Saipan-U.S.S. CORREGIDOR fires All at incoming Jap

torpedo plane as Task Group is attacked.
17 June l944-Off Saipanpfim‘ning Jap plane explodes astern U.S.S.

GORREGODCIR when attempting to press home attack
18 June'1944-Off Semen-Accurate CORAL SEA fire brings down Jap

planes as Task Group is attacked.
18 June 1944—0151? Seipan—Jap plane brought down by CORAL SEA off

starboard bow during evening attack.
20 June 1944—Seipen—GORAL SEA 13F rakes observation run over U.S.

Troop positions around Aalito Air Field.
9 July 1%4-Gwm-CORAL SEA T31" returns with a large hole in bomb

bay from AA fire while TBF was on bombing mission over Guam.

5 December 1944-U11thi-Capt. PM. Watson. USN. gives farewell ad-

dress to men prior to bang relieved by Capt. G. C. Montgomery, USN.

19 December 1944—“; Sea—Escorting DE comes alongside AHZIO.

20 February 1945-03 Iwo Jime—ANZIO FM takes a hit in fuselage but

returns to base after completing its strafing mission at Chichi Jinn.

7 March 1945-Iwo Jinapfit. Suribachi, objective of numerous ANZIO

support missions.
7 March 1945-Ivo Jinn-Air support being given ground troops in

the rugged North Western part of the island, ANZIO planes partici-
lilting-

-2-
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ems 7444

c315 war;

care #443

(ms #449

ems #50

CRLS #451

CELS #452

CRLS #454

03115145?

CELS #462

GRLS #478

GRLS #51379

CRLS $525

16 April mils-Aboard. ship-Captain G. 0. Montgomery. USN, congratulates

Lt. F. B, Underman. USNR. for SOOOth landing abOard.

18 April 2945—{1kinawau9howg Portion of town of Naha. target of “1210

planes.
18 April lQéS—Okinam-«firee blaze in target area after ANZIO air

group makes run.

18 April 1945—15 sum—ms. amphibious forces have secured “Bed“

beach after bcm'berdnent in which ANZIO planes participated.

18 April 3.945—Ie Sliimwamge done to sea wall and. pier by rockets.
bombs and shells near “Red" beach.

21 April 1945-»fJKinawa‘Target for AEZIO planes. air field revetments

at Naha after bombing.

18 April 19454:: Shimer-Jap plane destroyed in its revetment.

18 April 1945-Ie Shine—Tanks and infantry move up under cover from

air group

18 April 1945—Ie Shiner-Yanks dig in, now halfway across the island.

24 January 1945 At Sea-Stretcher patient from one of our DES is
transferred aboard. for surgical treatment.

20 April 1945—A‘noard. ship off Ohmwruame crews readying 100

1b bombs for the next strike.
20 April 1945—Aboerd ship off Okinawa-Arresting gear crew keep the ‘

traffic moving as plane after plane comes aboard from a strike on

nearby bases.

21 May lS45—Aboard ship off OhmMilots explain to their intelli—

gence officer,system they used in dumihg Jap planee.

-3-


